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Abstract
In [18] we have introduced the notion of “Multiple Killing Horizon” and analyzed
some of its general properties. Multiple Killing Horizons are Killing horizons for two
or more linearly independent Killing vectors simultaneously. In this paper we focus
on the vacuum case, possibly with cosmological constant, and study the emergence
of Multiple Killing Horizons in terms of characteristic initial value problems for two
transversally intersecting null hypersurfaces. As a relevant outcome, a more general
definition of Near Horizon Geometry is put forward. This new definition avoids the
use of Gaussian null coordinates associated to the corresponding degenerate Killing
vector and thereby allows for inclusion of its fixed points.
1 Introduction
In [18] we have introduced Multiple Killing Horizons (MKHs): these are null hypersur-
faces (or portions thereof) which are simultaneously the Killing horizons of two or more
independent Killing vectors. The order of a MKH is the number of linearly independent
such Killing vectors. In [18] we focused on basic concepts and properties of MKHs. In
particular we derived an equation which we called master equation, and which is satisfied
by the proportionality function between two Killing vectors on their common horizon. We
showed that there are two distinct types of MKHs, fully degenerate or not, the former
having all surface gravities vanishing.
This paper is devoted to an analysis of the occurrence of MKHs if field equations are
imposed. Specifically, we shall impose the Einstein’s vacuum field equations, possibly with
a cosmological constant Λ of any sign. As Killing horizons are null hypersurfaces, Λ-vacuum
spacetimes with MKHs can be generated in terms of a characteristic initial value problem.
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While the analysis in [18] led, in form of the master equation, to necessary conditions for
the existence of MKHs, this approach permits the derivation of necessary and sufficient
conditions on the characteristic data to generate a vacuum spacetime with a MKH.
There is a strong relationship between MKHs and near-horizon geometries, as discussed
in [19]. To put things in perspective, in [14] the relation between near-horizon geometries
and stationary black-hole holographs has been studied. In this context the master equation
is established as a necessary and sufficient condition on the bifurcation surface of a bifurcate
horizon to be a non-degenerate MKH. Our purpose is to study the characteristic initial-
value problem systematically and to analyze in detail the emergence of Killing vectors and
MKHs, including fully degenerate ones, as well as their order.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we recall the most important definitions
and results from [18, 19]. In Section 3 we study how Λ-vacuum spacetimes with MKHs
arise via a characteristic initial value problem. More specifically, in Section 3.1 we recall
the characteristic initial value problem for two transversally intersecting null hypersurfaces
a` la Rendall [23]. In Section 3.2 we recall the Killing Initial Data (KID) equations for
this type of initial value problem [5]. The KID equations are analyzed in Section 3.3 for
characteristic data which generate a vacuum spacetime which admits a bifurcate Killing
horizon.
This provides the basis to analyze in Section 4 the emergence of bifurcate horizons which
contain a (necessarily non-fully degenerate) MKH. It turns out that the master equation
considered on the bifurcation surface provides a necessary and sufficient criterion in this
setting. The remaining of the section contains several particular situations of relevance
where non-degenerate MKHs arise. In particular, in Section 4.1 we focus on the case
where the non-degenerate MKH is at least of order 3. It turns out that in that case the
spacetime needs to have a couple of additional Killing vectors. In Section 4.2 we analyze
the emergence of MKH in the case where the torsion one-form vanishes on the bifurcation
surface (see section 3 for definitions). In particular we end up with data for Minkowski
and (Anti-)de Sitter spacetime, respectively, if, in addition, the birfurcation surface is
maximally symmetric.
We will show in Section 4.4 that, in 3 + 1-dimensions, vacuum spacetimes with a bi-
furcate horizon which admits a MKH of order 3 do not exist, while examples where it
is of order 4 are provided by maximally symmetric spacetimes. For Λ 6= 0 the (Anti-)
Nariai spacetime provides an example where the bifurcate horizon is a MKH of order 2.
In Section 4.3 we construct, in arbitrary dimensions, data which generate a Λ = 0-vacuum
spacetime with a bifurcate horizon which contains a MKH of order 2.
Section 5 is devoted to the study of near-horizon geometries. In [19] we have shown that
the near-horizon geometry of a MKH is unique: it does not depend on the Killing vector
used to compute it. Here we provide a simpler proof of this result in the Λ-vacuum case,
and discuss how the near-horizon limit is performed from the viewpoint of a characteristic
initial-value problem. This allows for an improved definition of near-horizon geometries
which can deal with fixed points of the associated Killing vector.
Finally, in Section 6 we construct a family of characteristic initial data which generate
vacuum spacetimes with fully degenerate horizons. In turns out that an analysis of the
KID equations is more involved in this setting. In Section 6 we will focus on the results
while we have shifted most of the calculations to an Appendix.
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1.1 Notation
(M, g) denotes a connected, oriented and time-oriented (n + 1)-dimensional Lorentzian
manifold with metric g of signature (−,+, . . . ,+). A is the topological closure of a set A.
For any vector (field) v in TM , v denotes the metrically related one-form. Both index-free
and index notation are used. Lowercase Greek letters α, β, . . . run from 0 to n, small Latin
indices i, j, . . . take values from 1 to n, a ∈ {1, 2}, and capital Latin indices A,B, . . . are
running from 2 to n, unless otherwise stated.
2 Multiple Killing horizons
The purpose of this section is to recall the most relevant definitions and results for space-
times which admit MKHs. For more details we refer the reader to [18].
Definition 1. (a) A smooth null hypersurface Hξ embedded in a spacetime (M, g) is a
Killing horizon of a Killing vector ξ of (M, g) if and only if ξ is null on Hξ,
nowhere zero on Hξ and tangent to Hξ. We require that the interior of the closure
of Hξ is a smooth connected hypersurface.
(b) Let ξ be a Killing vector on (M, g) which has a connected and spacelike co-dimension
two submanifold S of fixed points. Then, the set of points along all null geodesics
orthogonal to S forms a bifurcate Killing horizon with respect to ξ.
These null geodesics orthogonal to S generate two transversal null hypersurfaces H1
and H2 whose future portions H+1 and H+2 (as well as its past portions H−1 and H−2 ) are
connected Killing horizons. Notice that H+1 ∪H−1 ⊂ H1 and H+2 ∪H−2 are Killing horizons
according to our definition. The union H+1 ∪H+2 ∪H−1 ∪H−2 ∪S = H1∪H2 is the bifurcate
Killing horizon.
Recall that the surface gravity of a Killing horizon Hξ is the function κξ defined by
∇ξξ|Hξ = κξξ.
Definition 2 ([18]). A null hypersurface H embedded in a spacetime (M, g) is a multiple
Killing horizon (MKH) if (M, g) admits Killing horizons Hξi, i ∈ {1, . . . , m} with
m ≥ 2, associated to linearly independent Killing vectors ξi satisfying
H = Hξ1 = · · · = Hξm .
Theorem 1 ([18]). All surface gravities of a multiple Killing horizon H are necessarily
constant on the entire H.
Let H be a MKH and define AH as the union of the trivial Killing vector and the
collection of Killing vectors ξ which admit a Killing horizon Hξ satisfying H = Hξ.
Theorem 2 ([18]). Let H be a MKH in an (n + 1)-dimensional spacetime (M, g) of di-
mension at least two. Then:
(i) AH is a Lie sub-algebra of the Lie algebra of all Killing vectors of (M, g). Its dimen-
sion m ≥ 2 defines the order of the MKH.
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(ii) AH contains an Abelian sub-algebra AdegH of dimension at least m−1 whose elements
have vanishing surface gravities. If Adeg
H
has dimension m − 1, any element ξ ∈
AH \ AdegH has κξ 6= 0 and satisfies [ξ, η] = −κξη, ∀η ∈ AdegH .
(iii) The maximum possible dimension of Adeg
H
is n = dim(M) − 1.
Definition 3 ([18]). A MKH H is said to be fully degenerate if AH = AdegH , otherwise
it is called non-fully degenerate, or in short non-degenerate.
By Theorem 2 the maximum possible order of a MKH H is
(i) m = n for fully degenerate MKHs,
(ii) m = n+ 1 for non-degenerate MKHs.
Lemma 1 ([18]). Let H be a MKH, and let further η ∈ Adeg
H
and ξ ∈ AH, so that κη = 0
and κξ may be zero or not. Then on Hξ there exist smooth functions τ, fη : Hξ 7→ R with
ξ(τ) = 1 and ξ(fη) = 0 such that the following relation holds
η|Hξ = fηe−κξτξ . (1)
The level sets of the function τ define a foliation {Sτ} of Hξ by spacelike co-dimension
2 surfaces. Of course, there is a freedom, namely to apply shifts τ → τ + τ0 with ξ(τ0) = 0,
which induces a change as fη → fηeκξτ0 . This freedom amounts to a change of the chosen
foliation. However, for a Killing horizon its inherited first fundamental form γ satisfies
£ξγ = 0, and thus all possible spacelike cross sections are isometric to each other with
positive-definite metric γAB (we keep the same name for simplicity).
Pick up any particular cross section S0 ⊂ Ĥ, not necessarily belonging to the chosen
foliation {Sτ}. Let D be the canonical covariant derivative on (S0, γ) and {eA} a basis
of vector fields on S0. Due to the fact that Killing horizons are totally geodesic null
hypersurfaces, the following relation holds
DeAeB −∇eAeB = −KAB ξ (2)
which defines the unique non-vanishing second fundamental form KAB of (S0, γ). Then,
the torsion one-form s on (S0, γ) relative to the chosen Killing ξ is defined in the given
basis by
sAξ
µ = −eρA∇ρξµ. (3)
It is clear from (1) that the function f : S0 → R defined by
f := fηe
−κξτ |S0
provides the proportionality between η and ξ on S0: η
S0= fξ. Then we have (we correct an
unfortunate typo in [18, expression (60)])
Proposition 1 ([18]). Let H be a MKH and Hξ, Hη be Killing horizons satisfying Hξ =
Hη = H. Then the following master equation holds on any spacelike cut S0 of Hξ
DADBf − 2s(ADB)f +
(
1
2
RAB − 1
2
γRAB + sAsB −D(AsB)
)
f = 0 (4)
where RAB := Rµν |S0eµAeνB is the pull-back of the Ricci tensor to S0, and γRAB is the Ricci
tensor of the cut (S0, γ) itself.
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This linear homogeneous PDE is of second order and written in normal form, i.e. with
all second derivatives expressed in terms of lower order terms. Its integrability conditions
were briefly considered in [18] and will be further analyzed in a forthcoming paper. It
follows immediately from its structure that one can freely prescribe at most f |p and df |p
at p ∈ S0. Since the dimension of S0 is n− 1, the maximal number of linearly independent
solutions is n which indeed is the maximal number of degenerate Killing generators. When
the original ξ is non-degenerate, they all add up to the maximum possible dimension of
AH. When ξ is degenerate, consistency of the construction demands that f = const is
a solution of (4) so that, in particular, adding ξ to the set of Killing generators arising
from (4) does not increase the dimension. This can be checked explicitly because, from the
Gauss equation for the cut (S0, γ) and general identities for Killing horizons, one can show
[18] that (4) is fully equivalent to
DADBf − sADBf − sBDAf + κξKAB = 0. (5)
Thus, if H is fully degenerate, then in particular κξ = 0 and f =const. is a solution of
the master equation (5) leading to the original Killing ξ. Hence, there are at most n
independent Killings in AH in this degenerate case, as it should.
3 Construction of spacetimes with MKHs via charac-
teristic Cauchy problems
Let us now study the construction of Λ-vacuum spacetimes with MKHs in terms of charac-
teristic initial value problems. For this we first recall some useful results. The null second
fundamental form of a null hypersurface N , relative to a field K of null tangents to N , is
defined as
NK(X, Y ) := g(X,∇YK) , where X, Y ∈ TN .
NK is a symmetric tensor field on N and shares the same degeneracy as the first funda-
mental form γ of N : γ(K, ·) = NK(K, ·) = 0. The trace-free part of NK gives the shear
Nπ := (NK)tf of N relative to K, and its trace
Nθ := tr(NK) is called expansion.
The spacelike cross sections of N will usually be referred to as cuts in this paper.
Given any cut S ⊂ N , we consider its torsion one-form s relative to a null normal frame
{k, ℓ}: let k and ℓ be two null normals to the codimension-2 spacelike cut S normalized
by g(k, ℓ) = −1. Then the torsion one-form s of S with respect to {k, ℓ} is given by the
formula
s(Z) := g(∇Zk, ℓ) , where Z ∈ TS . (6)
For later use we recall that under a boost of the null basis {k′ = βk, ℓ′ = β−1ℓ}, β a smooth
function on S, the torsion one form transforms as
s
′ = s+ β−1dβ. (7)
3.1 Characteristic initial value problem
We recall a fundamental result by Rendall [23], presented here in a slightly more geometrical
version, along the lines of the discussion in section 4 in [4].
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Theorem 3 ([23]). Let Ma be two smooth n-dimensional manifolds intersecting on a
smooth (n − 1)-dimensional manifold S ≡ M1 ∩M2. Let g◦ be a degenerate semi-positive
symmetric tensor on M1 ∪ M2 with one-dimensional radical and continuous and non-
degenerate at S. (Equivalently, with signature (0,+, . . . ,+)). Let also ς be a given smooth
one-form on S, and ν > 0, ω > 0, ωu and ωv be given smooth functions on S. Then,
there exists an (n+1)-dimensional Lorentzian manifold with boundary (U, g) whose smooth
metric g is a solution of the Λ-vacuum Einstein field equations
Rµν − 1
2
Rgµν + Λgµν = 0
and a unique non-vanishing function Ω on U , such that
• the boundary is formed by two intersecting null hypersurfaces N1 and N2 to the past
of (U, g) which are isometric to some open neighborhood of (M1,Ω
2g◦) and (M2,Ω
2g◦)
around S, respectively. We keep the notation S for the intersection of N1 and N2 in
U .
• there exist representatives K and L of the null generators of N1 and N2, respectively,
with g(K,L)|S = ν
• ς is the torsion one-form relative to k = K/√ν and ℓ = −L/√ν on S
• On S, one has Ω|S = ω, K(Ω)|S = ωu and L(Ω)|S = ωv.
Moreover, any two such Lorentzian manifolds are isometric on some neighbourhood of S.
Remark 1. In fact, the solution can be extended so that its boundary includes the whole
initial hypersurfaces provided the Raychaudhuri equation for the initial-data expansions
admits a global solution [2, 16].
We introduce (cf. [23]) an adapted null coordinate system (xµ) = (u, v, xA), A =
3, . . . , n + 1, where N1 = {v = 0} and N2 = {u = 0}. In particular, S = {u = 0, v = 0}.
Moreover, we assume that u (resp. v) parameterizes the null geodesic generators of N1
(resp. N2) , while the x
A’s are local coordinates on the {v = 0, u = const.}- and {u =
0, v = const.}-level sets, that is, the respective adapted cuts.
The induced metric on each cut (1)Su := {u = const} ⊂ N1 and (2)Sv := {v = const} ⊂
N2 is denoted by ĝ and similarly the associated covariant derivative, connection coefficients,
Ricci tensor etc. carry a hat. The induced Riemannian metric on the intersection surface
S will still be denoted by γ and, correspondingly, connection coefficients, Ricci tensor etc.
will be decorated with γ. Its covariant derivative will be denoted by D as before.
In adapted null coordinates we take K := ∂u on N1 and L := ∂v on N2. Then the
non-vanishing components of the respective null second fundamental forms are given by
(1)KAB =
1
2
∂ugAB ,
(2)KAB =
1
2
∂vgAB .
Note that in these adapted coordinates, the metric component guv on S reads guv|S = ν
and the torsion one-form ς relative to k and ℓ of Theorem 3 is [4]
ςA
S
=
1
2
(ΓvvA − ΓuuA) . (8)
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Remark 2. For our purposes it is more convenient to prescribe the shears (a)πAB of Na,
a = 1, 2, together with γAB := gAB|S and the expansions of N1 and N2 at S, (a)θ|S, rather
than the family g◦AB together with Ω, ∂uΩ and ∂vΩ at S.
Note for this that the shear is determined from g◦AB by a first-order ODE. The remaining
freedom to prescribe g◦AB|S together with that to choose Ω|S can be combined into the
prescription of γAB, i.e. the induced Riemannian metric on S. The freedom to prescribe
∂uΩ and ∂vΩ at S can be identified with that to choose the expansions
(a)θ of Na at S.
Some remarks concerning the gauge freedom are in order. Usually when solving the
evolution problem one imposes a (generalized) wave-map gauge condition [3, 7]. In this
paper, though, it is irrelevant how the coordinates are extended off the initial hypersurface.
We will nevertheless exploit some of the gauge freedom which arises from the freedom to
prescribe the adapted null coordinates on the initial hypersurface: There remains the gauge
freedom to reparametrize the null geodesic generators of N1 and N2, which can be used to
prescribe the connection coefficients Γuuu|N1 and Γvvv|N2 [3]. They will vanish if and only if u
and v are affine parameters on N1 and N2, respectively. The remaining reparametrization
freedom can be used to prescribe guv|S > 0 and add gradients to the torsion one-form ς [5].
The Λ-vacuum equations imply transport equations of certain fields along the null
geodesic generators of Na. Here we provide the relevant equations which will be used later
on. It is convenient to set
(1)ΞAB
N1
:= 2ΓuAB +
(1)KABg
uu , (2)ΞAB
N2
:= 2ΓvAB +
(2)KABg
vv.
In geometrical terms, 1
2
(1)ΞAB is the null second fundamental form of the sections {u =
const} along the null normal K satisfying 〈K,K〉 = −1, and similarly for (2)ΞAB.
The following equations hold, which we present for reasons of definiteness on N1, cf.
[3, 4, 23], (
∂u +
(1)θ
n− 1 − Γ
u
uu
)
(1)θ + |(1)π|2 N1= 0 , (9)
(∂u +
(1)θ)ΓuuA −
n− 2
n− 1∂A
(1)θ − ∂AΓuuu + ∇̂B(1)πAB N1= 0 , (10)
(∂u +
(1)θ + Γuuu)tr(
(1)Ξ)− 2gAB(∇̂A + ΓuuA)ΓuuB + R̂ N1= 2Λ . (11)
As mentioned above, ∇̂ and R̂ refer to the Levi-Civita covariant derivative and Ricci scalar
of the Riemannian family ĝ = gABdx
AdxB|N1∪N2 , and |(1)π|2 := (1)πAB(1)πBA. Moreover,
from (RAB)tf = 0 we find(
∂u +
n− 5
2(n− 1)
(1)θ + Γuuu
)
((1)ΞAB)tr − 2((1)π(AC((1)ΞB)C)tf)
−1
2
tr((1)Ξ)(1)πAB − 2(∇̂(AΓuB)u)tf − 2(ΓuAuΓuBu)tf + (R̂AB)tf N1= 0 . (12)
The initial data for (9) are part of the free data. In contrast, the initial data for (10) are
determined by the torsion one-form and guv|S, while those for (11) and (12) are determined
by expansion and shear at S, respectively, of the other null hypersurface,
(1)ΞAB
S
= −2
ν
(2)KAB ,
(2)ΞAB
S
= −2
ν
(1)KAB , (13)
which follows immediately from the fact that, on S, K = − 1
ν
L and L = − 1
ν
K.
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We also need the following fact concerning torsion one-forms on the cuts (1)Su and
(2)Sv.
Denoting by (1)sA (resp.
(2)sA) the torsion one-form with respect to {K,K} (resp. {L, L})
one easily checks that
(1)sA
(1)Su= −ΓuuA, (2)sA
(2)Sv= −ΓvvA. (14)
In particular, this means that these Christoffel symbols are in fact tensorial on each cut so
∇̂-covariant derivatives (as in e.g. (11) or (12)) make sense. The following identities on S
follow directly from the definitions and from (8), respectively
−1
ν
∂Aν
S
= (1)sA +
(2)sA, ςA
S
=
1
2
(
(1)sA − (2)sA
)
. (15)
3.2 KID equations
We are interested in generating Λ-vacuum spacetimes which admit Killing vectors ζ in
terms of an initial value problem. The spacetime Killing equation £ζg = 0 is then replaced
by the Killing initial data (KID) equation. If and only if it admitsm independent solutions,
the emerging vacuum spacetime admitsm independent Killing vectors. For a characteristic
initial value problem they have been derived in [5]:
Theorem 4 ([5]). Consider two smooth hypersurfaces Na, a = 1, 2, in an (n + 1)-
dimensional manifold, n ≥ 3, with transverse intersection along a smooth (n−1)-dimensional
submanifold S in adapted null coordinates. Let ζ be a continuous vector field defined on
N1 ∪ N2 such that ζ |N1 and ζ |N2 are smooth. Then ζ extends to a smooth vector field on
D+(N1 ∪N2) satisfying the Killing equation and coinciding with ζ on N1 ∪N2 if and only
if the KID equations hold by which we mean that on N1 (note that the equations on N1 and
N2 do not involve transverse derivatives of ζ)
∇uζu N1= 0 , (16)
∇(uζA) N1= 0 , (17)
(∇(AζB))tf N1= 0 , (18)
∇u∇uζu N1= Rµuuuζµ , (19)
with identical corresponding conditions on N2, while on S one further needs to assume
∇(uζv) S= 0 , (20)
gAB∇AζB S= 0 , (21)
∂u(g
AB∇AζB) S= 0 , (22)
∂v(g
AB∇AζB) S= 0 , (23)
∇A∇[uζv] S= RvuAµζµ . (24)
3.3 Bifurcate Killing horizon
We consider a vacuum spacetime (M, g) in n+1 dimensions, n ≥ 3, possibly with cosmolog-
ical constant Λ, which admits a Killing vector ξ which generates a bifurcate Killing horizon
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H = H+1 ∪ H+2 ∪ H−1 ∪ H−2 ∪ S according to Definition 1 and the comment that follows
it. The associated surface gravity is constant, κξ = const. 6= 0 on H. In fact, it is shown
in [22] that, adding a certain technical condition, any spacetime with a non-degenerate
Killing horizon with constant surface gravity can be extended to a spacetime where this
Killing horizon forms a portion of a bifurcate Killing horizon.
For now, let us restrict attention to those parts of H which lie in the causal future of S,
that is to say, H+1 and H+2 . Then the spacetime D+(H+1 ∪H+2 ) can be generated in terms
of a characteristic initial value problem for appropriately data specified on H+1 ∪H+2 ∪ S.
Theorem 5 ([5, 8, 9]). (i) D+(H+1 ∪H+2 ) admits a Killing vector field ξ for which both,
H+1 and H+2 , are Killing horizons if and only if the null second fundamental form
(a)K vanishes on H+1 and H+2 . In that case ξ is unique (up to constant rescaling) and
the associated surface gravity is constant and satisfies
κξ(H+1 ) = −κξ(H+2 ) = ∂[uξv]|S 6= 0 ,
i.e. the bifurcate horizon in non-degenerate. Moreover, ξ
S
= 0.
(ii) Assume that such a ξ exists, then D+(H+1 ∪H+2 ) admits a second independent Killing
vector ζ, tangent to S, if and only if the bifurcation surface S with the Riemannian
metric γ ≡ gABdxA ⊗ dxB |S admits a non-trivial (i.e. not the zero vector) Killing
vector ζ = ζA∂A such that the ζ-Lie-derivative of the torsion one-form of S is exact.
The Killing vector ζ is then uniquely determined (up to an additive cξ, c ∈ R) by the
condition ζ |S = ζ, and is tangent to H+1 ∪H+2 .
It follows immediately that there cannot exist a second independent Killing vector ζ
with Killing horizons H+1 and H+2 as this would imply that ζ := ζ |S = 0, which contradicts
the fact that ζ has to be non-trivial (item (ii) of the theorem). However, ζ may have either
H+1 or H+2 as Killing horizon. So let us analyze under which conditions one of the horizons,
H+1 say, is simultaneously the Killing horizon of a second Killing vector field, which we
denote by η. Proportionality of η and ξ on H+1 is equivalent, in adapted null coordinates,
to
ηv|
H
+
1
= 0 , ηu|
H
+
1
6= 0 , ηA|
H
+
1
= 0 . (25)
At H+1 the metric in adapted null coordinates is of the form
ds2
H
+
1= dv
(
gvvdv + 2guvdu+ 2gvAdx
A
)
+ ĝABdx
AdxB, guv
S
= ν, gvv
S
= gvA
S
= 0, (26)
so an equivalent form of (25) is
ηv|H+1 6= 0 , ηu|H+1 = 0 , ηA|H+1 = 0 . (27)
We shall analyze to what extent these additional conditions are compatible with the KID
equations. For this we shall first rewrite and simplify the system of KID equations in the
special case of a bifurcate Killing horizon.
The null hypersurfaces N1 and N2 are required to form a bifurcate Killing horizon, i.e.
the null second fundamental forms need to vanish (cf. Theorem 5). With regard to the
characteristic initial value problem this is achieved by the initial data
(a)πAB = 0 ,
(a)θ
S
= 0 , a = 1, 2 . (28)
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In this setup we denote N1 and N2 by H+1 and H+2 . The Raychaudhuri equation then
implies (a)θ = 0. Equation (10) together with (1)KAB = 0 and (14) becomes
∂u
(1)sA + ∂AΓ
u
uu = 0 (29)
From this equation it follows that the Riemann tensor components RAuu
µ vanish. Indeed,
let eA := ∂xA so that [K, eA] = 0. The vanishing of
(1)KAB and the definition of the torsion
1-form gives (cf. (3))
∇eAK
H
+
1= −(1)sAK. (30)
Inserting in the Ricci identity and using ∇KK H
+
1= ΓuuuK yields, on H+1 ,
RAuu
µ = Rαβδ
µeαAK
βKδ =
(∇K∇eA −∇eA∇K −∇[K,eA])Kµ = − (K((1)sA) + ∂AΓuuu)Kµ = 0.
(31)
This means in particular that the right hand side of (19) isRµuu
uζµ = Rvuu
uζv = g−1uv Rvuu
uζu,
the second equality following from
gvα
H
+
1= g−1uv δ
α
u
which is found by inverting the metric (26). Using the formulas in [3, Appendix A] one
checks that the KID equations (16)-(19) reduce to the following system on H+1 (and corre-
spondingly on H+2 ):
(∂u − Γuuu)ζu
H
+
1= 0 , (32)
∂uζA + (∇̂A − 2ΓuuA)ζu
H
+
1= 0 , (33)
(∇̂(AζB))tf − (ΓuAB)tfζu
H
+
1= 0 , (34)
∂u(∂u + Γ
u
uu)ζ
u − 1
2
ζu(∂u + Γ
u
uu)(∂u + 2Γ
u
uu)g
uu
−gABΓuuAΓuuBζu + gABζB∂uΓuuA + 2gABΓuuA∂uζB
H
+
1= g−1uv Rvuu
uζu . (35)
We next rewrite the KID equation on S. In particular we need to evaluate the curvature
components in (24):
RvuAµζ
µ S= RvuAuζ
u +RvuAvζ
v +RvuABζ
B = RvuABζ
B,
the first two terms being zero because of (31) and the corresponding identity on H+2 . To
evaluate the remaining term we first note that, on H+1 ,
〈K,∇eA∇eBK〉 = ∇eA〈K,∇eBK〉 − 〈∇eAK,∇eBK〉 = ∇eA(1)sB − (1)sA(1)sB ,
where we used (30) and the corresponding ∇eAK = (1)sAK. From ∂v S= −νK and [eA, eB] =
0 we have
RvuAB
S
= −ν〈K,∇eA∇eBK −∇eB∇eAK〉 = ν
(
∂B
(1)sA − ∂A(1)sB
)
= ν (∂BςA − ∂AςB) ,
(36)
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where in the last equality we used that boosting a null basis changes the torsion one-form
with an exact one-form (cf. (7)).
Set ζ := ζA∂A|S. On S we then have (cf. the corresponding computation in [5] but
be aware that the Killing vector was assumed there to be tangential to S whence some
additional terms appear here)
(∂u + Γ
u
uu + Γ
v
uv) ζ
u + (∂v + Γ
v
vv + Γ
u
uv) ζ
v + ν−1£ζν
S
= 0 , (37)
DAζA
S
= 0 , (38)
DA∂uζA −
(
γABΓuuAΓ
u
uB +D
AΓuuA −
γR
2
+ Λ
)
ζu
S
= 0 , (39)
DA∂vζA −
(
γABΓvvAΓ
v
vB +D
AΓvvA −
γR
2
+ Λ
)
ζv
S
= 0 , (40)
DA(∂v + Γ
v
vv − Γuuv)ζv −DA(∂u + Γuuu − Γvuv)ζu + 2£ζςA S= 0 , (41)
where indices on D have been raised with γAB, and where (11) and (36) have been used.
For convenience let us impose the following gauge conditions: require u and v to be affine
parameters along the null geodesic generators of H+1 and H+2 , respectively. Then (cf. [3])
Γuuu
H
+
1= 0 , Γvvv
H
+
2= 0 . (42)
This leaves the freedom to do affine transformations of these coordinates. With the gauge
choice S = {u = 0, v = 0} there remains the freedom to do rescalings of the form u 7→
f (u)(xA)u and v 7→ f (v)(xA)v which can be partially fixed [5] to achieve that
ν
S
= 1 . (43)
The remaining coordinate freedom is {u˜ = φ−1(xA)u} and {v˜ = φ(xA)v}. Its effect on ς is
ς˜ = ς + φ−1dφ , (44)
because of (7) together with
∂u˜
S
= φ∂u, ∂v˜
S
= φ−1∂u .
Thus, all the remaining gauge freedom is to add gradients to ς .
Remark 3. In fact, the non-gauge part of the torsion one-form ς together with the Rie-
mannian metric γ on S provide the only “physical”, non-gauge data for a characteristic
initial value problem for the vacuum equations on a bifurcate Killing horizon.
We want to compute the u-derivative of (34). With (12), (32) and (33) we obtain on
H+1
0
H
+
1= (∇̂(A∂uζB))tf − ∂u(ΓuAB)tfζu − (ΓuAB)tf∂uζu
H
+
1= −(∇̂A∇̂Bζu)tf + (∇̂(AΓuB)u)tfζu + 2(Γuu(A∇̂B)ζu)tf − (ΓuAuΓuBu)tfζu +
1
2
(R̂AB)tfζu .
Observe that ĝ, R̂AB, Γ
u
uA|H+1 and ζu|H+1 are u-independent (cf. (10) and (32)), so this
equation is independent of u and therefore only needs to be satisfied at S (similarly on
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H+2 ). In fact, this is a crucial property which allows to reduce the KID equations to
a system of equations on S in the special case where S is a bifurcation surface (cf. the
different setting in Section 6).
Using (33), (34) and (14) with the fact that in the present gauge (1)sA = −(2)sA = ςA
on S (cf. (15)), one checks that the system
D(AζB)
S
= 0 , (45)(
∆γ − 2ςADA −DAςA + |ς|2 −
γR
2
+ Λ
)
ζv
S
= 0 , (46)(
∆γ + 2ςAD
A +DAςA + |ς|2 −
γR
2
+ Λ
)
ζu
S
= 0 , (47)(
DADB − 2ς(ADB) −D(AςB) + ςAςB − 1
2
γRAB
)
tf
ζv
S
= 0 , (48)(
DADB + 2ς(ADB) +D(AςB) + ςAςB − 1
2
γRAB
)
tf
ζu
S
= 0 , (49)
∂uζ
u + ∂vζ
v + Γuuvζ
v + Γvuvζ
u S= 0 , (50)
DA
(
∂vζ
v − ∂uζu − Γuuvζv + Γvuvζu
)
+ 2£ζςA
S
= 0 (51)
is equivalent to (37)-(41) plus the restriction of (34) to S as well as its u- and v- derivatives.
Supposing that this system admits a solution, the restriction of the Killing vector field ζ
of the emerging vacuum spacetime to H+1 is computed by solving the ODEs (32), (33) and
(35), and correspondingly on H+2 . The initial data of the transport equations along the
horizons is determined from the solution of the system on S as follows: assume a solution of
the system (46)-(49) has been selected. This fixes completely the initial data for (32), (33)
and the corresponding equations of H+2 . Now, (50) can be read as an algebraic equation for
∂uζ
u+∂vζ
v|S (equivalently ∂(uζv)|S) and equation (51) is solvable if and only if £ζs is exact,
and in that case it yields an equation algebraically solvable for ∂uζ
u− ∂vζv|S (equivalently
∂[uζv]|S) in terms of an arbitrary additive constant. The additive constant corresponds to
the addition to ζ on D+(H+1 ∪ H+2 ) of a constant times ξ (the Killing vector with respect
to which H+1 ∪H+2 is a bifurcate horizon). Indeed, for any constant α the vector field along
H+1 ∪ H+2 given by
ζu
H
+
1= ζA
H
+
1= 0, ζu
H
+
1= αu, ζv
H
+
2= ζA
H
+
2= 0, ζv
H
+
2= −αv,
solves the full set of KID equations. Denoting by ξ the Killing vector it defines on D+(H+1 ∪
H+2 ), it is obvious that ξ has H+1 \ S and H+2 \ S as Killing horizons and that it vanishes
on S. It is also immediate from item (i) in theorem (5) that the surface gravities are
κξ(H+1 ) = −κξ(H+2 ) = α.
Combining further (46) & (48) and (47) & (49), respectively, into a single equation we
have established the following theorem:
Theorem 6. The data (γ, ς) on S, supplemented by vanishing null second fundamental
forms on H+1 and H+2 generate an (n+1)-dimensional Λ-vacuum spacetime with bifurcation
surface S with k+1 Killing vectors if and only if the following set of KID equations admits
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k independent solutions (ζu, ζv, ζA)|S:
ζ ≡ ζA∂A|S is a Killing vector on (S, γ) such that £ζς is exact , (52)(
DADB − 2ς(ADB) −D(AςB) + ςAςB − 1
2
γRAB +
Λ
n− 1γAB
)
ζv
S
= 0 , (53)(
DADB + 2ς(ADB) +D(AςB) + ςAςB − 1
2
γRAB +
Λ
n− 1γAB
)
ζu
S
= 0 . (54)
Remark 4. (i) The KID equations (53)-(54) are identical in form to the master equation
(4) in Λ-vacuum. It should be emphasized however, that the two equations are not
the same because the master equation holds for sections of the Killing horizon and
S is not part of the horizons. In fact, the torsion one-form s in (4) is defined with
respect to ξ, so it makes no sense on S, where ξ vanishes. The underlying reason
why the two equations are the same will be discussed in the next subsection.
(ii) As already mentioned, the trivial solution ζ |S = 0 of this system, supplemented by
∂[uζv]|S = const. 6= 0 (cf. (51)) corresponds to data for the Killing vector ξ which
generates the bifurcate horizon (a vanishing surface gravity would produce the trivial
vector field).
(iii) For the emerging spacetime to be maximally symmetric, (52)-(54) need to admit
1
2
(n + 1)(n+ 2)− 1 independent solutions. It is shown in [18] that each of (53)-(54)
admits at most n solutions, so a necessary condition is that the bifurcation surface
(S, γ) admits 1
2
n(n− 1) Killing vectors, i.e. is maximally symmetric.
3.3.1 Comparison with the master equation
There are two immediate differences between the initial data equation (53) and the master
equation (4). First, the torsion-one forms are a priori different, and, second, the former
equation involves one of the components of the Killing vector in adapted null coordinates
and the latter involves the proportionality function between two Killings. Nevertheless,
the two equations can be related to each other.
We discuss first the issue of the different torsion one-forms. In the gauge where ν = 1
we have shown before that
ξ
H
+
1= κξu∂u
were κξ is the surface gravity of the bifurcate Killing horizon with respect to ξ. On each
cross section (1)Su the proportionality between ξ and K is constant, and by (7) we have
s = (1)s. Moreover, (1)s is independent of u by (29) and since (1)s = ς on S we conclude
that actually s = ς. Had we chosen another cross section of H1+, this is defined implicitly
by a positive graph function ψ : S → R as Sψ := {u = ψ}. Defining τ : H+1 → R as
τ =
1
κξ
ln u
we have ξ(τ) = 1. Applying [17, Lemma 3] the torsion one-form of Sψ is
s[ψ] = s+ ψ−1dψ
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and the freedom in changing the section corresponds to the freedom of adding differentials
to ς. Indeed, the coordinate transformation {u˜ = ψ−1u, v˜ = ψv} preserves ν = 1, trans-
forms the torsion ς as in (44) and makes Sψ = {u˜ = 1}, so that now we have a constant u˜
section and by the previous argument s[ψ] = ς˜ must hold.
Let us compute how the KID equations on S behave under the transformation (44).
Clearly, £ζς is exact if and only if £ζ ς˜ is exact, i.e. (52) remains invariant as is should be.
One further finds that ζv is a solution of (53) if and only if ψζv is a solution of (53) with ς
replaced by ς˜. In particular, whenever (53) admits a solution with no zeros we can find a
gauge where this solution is given by ζv = 1, and in this gauge the following relation holds
D(AsB) − sAsB + 1
2
γRAB − Λ
n− 1γAB = 0 . (55)
If ζv has zeros, the Killing vector it generates will vanish at these points, which therefore
do not belong to its Killing horizon. Restricting ζv to the domain where it does not have
zeros, the above rescaling can be done. In the gauge (55) the KID equation (53) becomes(
DADB − 2s(ADB)
)
ζv
S
= 0 . (56)
Again we find a deep connection with the master equation [18] as given in (4) because the
null second fundamental form vanishes on a bifurcation surface. We emphasize once more
that, despite their identical form, the equations are intrinsically different as they involve
different objects and are constructed on different types of surfaces.
We now turn into the issue that the master equation in [18] involves the proportionality
factor f between η and ξ while equation (53) is for a component of η at the bifurcation
surface. We use the proportionality (1) in Lemma 1 together with τ = κ−1ξ ln u to conclude
that
η
H
+
1= u−1fηξ = κξfη∂u (57)
and recall that fη is constant along ξ, hence independent of u. Expression (57) extends to
the bifurcation surface and we get ηv = η
u = κξfη on S. On the other hand, evaluating
on the cross section {u = u0} with u0 a positive constant, the proportionality function
f between η and ξ is f = fηu
−1
0 = ηv|Sκ−1ξ u−10 . The master equation (4) is linear so the
multiplicative constant κ−1ξ u
−1
0 can be dropped. This, together with the equality
(1)
s = ς
explains the full coincidence in form of the KID equation (53) and the master equation (4),
while at the same times makes it clear the intrinsic difference between the two (observe
that f = fηu
−1
0 makes no sense at u0 = 0).
4 Non-degenerate MKHs
Let us return to our original question. For H+1 to be a multiple Killing horizon there needs
to exist at least one Killing vector η which satisfies (27) in order to be tangential and null
on H+1 and independent of ξ. It follows straightforwardly from (32)-(33) that this will be
the case if and only if
ηv|S 6= 0 , ηu|S = 0 , ηA|S = 0 . (58)
In that case the KID equations (52) and (54) become trivial. Whenever (53) admits a
non-trivial solution it can be extended to a Killing vector field η for which H+1 (but not
H+2 ) is a Killing horizon and, solving the corresponding problem into the past, also H−1 .
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As consequence of Theorem 6 we find that the master equation is in this setting not
only necessary but also sufficient for the Killing horizon to be multiple.
Corollary 1. Let (M, g) be an (n + 1)-dimensional Λ-vacuum spacetime, n ≥ 3, which
admits a Killing vector ξ which generates a bifurcate Killing horizon H = H+1 ∪H+2 ∪H−1 ∪
H−2 ∪S (which is then non-degenerate). Let (γ, ς) be the free data on S. Then H±1 is a MKH
of order m if and only if the following equation admits m− 1 independent non-identically
zero solutions f on S,(
DADB − 2ς(ADB) −D(AςB) + ςAςB − 1
2
γRAB +
Λ
n− 1γAB
)
f = 0 . (59)
Correspondingly, H±2 is a multiple Killing horizon of order m if and only if the following
equation admits m− 1 independent non-trivial solutions f on S,(
DADB + 2ς(ADB) +D(AςB) + ςAςB − 1
2
γRAB +
Λ
n− 1γAB
)
f = 0 . (60)
Remark 5. As described in Section 3.3.1, whenever (59) (similarly for (60)) admits a
solution with no zeros, one can globally introduce a gauge where (55) holds. This equation
appears in the context of near-horizon geometries and is sometimes called NHG equation.
Actually, (59) (and (60)) supplemented with the condition that f has no zeroes has been es-
tablished in [14] as a necessary and sufficient condition on the data on a bifurcate horizon to
generate a near-horizon geometry (which contains a non-degenerate MKH). The solvability
of this equation is analyzed in 3+1 dimensions if the bifurcation surface S is topologically
a 2-sphere in [1, 13, 14], and in particular in [6] it is shown that in 3+1-dimensions, and if
the bifurcation surface S is compact with positive genus, the only solutions (γ, ς) to (55)
satisfy γR = 2Λ and ς = 0. Note, though, that in our setting even for a compact S, if the
solution to (59) has zeros the gauge where (55) holds can in general be realized only on
non-compact subsets of S. We devote Section 5 to discuss in depth the connection of the
KID equations with near horizon geometries and, in particular, put forward a generalized
definition of near-horizon geometries admitting zeros of the degenerate Killing vector.
The restriction of the emerging Killing vector to the bifurcate horizon is computed by
integrating the ODEs (32), (33) and (35) on H+1 , and the corresponding ones on H+2 . If η
has H+1 as Killing horizon we have
ηu
H
+
1= 0 , (61)
ηA
H
+
1= 0 , (62)
ηu
H
+
1= f + κηu , κη = const. (63)
ηv
H
+
2= f , (64)
ηA
H
+
2= −v(DA − 2ςA)f . (65)
The ODE for ηv|
H
+
2
(equivalently ηu|H+2 ) yields a more complicated solution, so let us just
mention here that the initial data are given by ηv
S
= 0 (58) and ∂vη
v S= −κη − f∂uguv (50).
As the notation already suggests, the constant κη can be identified with the surface
gravity of H+1 associated to η. Adding to the candidate field η an appropriate multiple of
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ξ, one may always assume κη = 0, i.e. that the associated Killing horizon is degenerate.
In this sense a solution to (59) uniquely defines a Killing vector field η for which H+1 is a
degenerate horizon.
We also observe that
[ξ, η]µ
S
= −ηu∂uξuδµu S= −κξfδµu 6= 0 ,
i.e. apart from multiples of ξ no Killing vector which has H1 or H2 as Killing horizon can
commute with ξ. This is in accordance with Theorem 2.
As a straightforward consequence of Theorem 6 and Corollary 1 we have:
Corollary 2. Let (M, g) be an (n + 1)-dimensional Λ-vacuum spacetime, n ≥ 3, with at
least 1
2
n(n − 1) + 2 Killing vectors. Then any bifurcate Killing horizon contains a non-
degenerate MKH.
Proof. The KID equation (52) admits at most 1
2
n(n−1) independent solutions so (53)-(54)
must admit at least one non-trivial solution.
Another useful consequence of the existence result is the following lemma, to be used
later.
Lemma 2. Let (S, γ) by an (n − 1)-dimensional Riemannian manifold (n ≥ 3) endowed
with a one-form ς. Let f : S → R be a non-identically zero solution of (59) or (60). Then
f is non-zero on a dense subset of S.
Proof. We consider only (59), the other case is similar. Let (M, g) be a Λ-vacuum spacetime
with bifurcate Killing horizon generated by the data (S, γ, ς) and η the Killing vector on
D+(H+1 ∪H+2 ) satisfying, in corresponding null coordinates, (61)-(65) with κη = 0. Assume
that the set {p ∈ S; f(p) = 0} has a non-empty interior S(0). Then by Theorem 5, η is
identically zero on some neighbourhood of S, which can only happen for a Killing if it is
zero everywhere and hence f was in fact identically zero on S.
4.1 Non-degenerate MKHs of order m ≥ 3
Let us assume that a Λ-vacuum spacetime admits a bifurcate Killing horizon such that H+1
is a multiple Killing horizon of order m ≥ 3 and let ς0 be its torsion one-form. Assume that
the bifurcation surface is connected. Then (59) (with ς replaced by ς0) admits at least two
independent non-trivial solutions. Select one such solution f (1) and let S˜ be the set where
f (1) is non-zero. By Lemma 2, S˜ is dense on S. On this set we can realize a gauge where
f (1) = 1. Throughout this section we denote by ς the corresponding torsion-one-form on
S˜ where (55) holds.
The second solution will be denoted by f . It cannot be constant on open sets (otherwise
it is proportional to f (1) on this open set, hence everywhere by Lemma 2 and we would
contradict the linear independence) and in our current gauge solves the master equation
(56), (
DADB − 2ς(ADB)
)
f = 0 . (66)
As a solution is uniquely determined by the values f and df at one point, and all constant
functions solve (66) , we have
N := γ♯(df, df) > 0 (67)
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everywhere on S˜. Equation (66) has the following first integrability condition (see [18,
Equation (61)])
− γRABCDDDf + 2DCfD[AςB] − 2ςCς[ADB]f − 2D[AfDB]ςC = 0 . (68)
We contract with DCf and γBC , respectively,
2ND[AςB] + 2s
CDCfD[AfςB] −DAfDCfD[BςC] +DBfDCfD[AςC]
−DAfDCfD(BςC) +DBfDCfD(AςC) = 0 , (69)
3DBfD[AςB] − (DBsB − |s|2)DAf +DBf(D(AςB) − ςAςB) + γRABDBf = 0 , (70)
and use the gauge condition (55),
2ND[AςB] −DAfDCfD[BςC] +DBfDCfD[AςC] − γRC[ADB]fDCf = 0 ,
3DBfD[AςB] +
1
2
(
γR− 2(n− 2) Λ
n− 1
)
DAf +
1
2
DBf γRAB = 0 .
We insert the second equation into the first one,
ND[AςB] − 2DAfDCfD[BςC] + 2DBfDCfD[AςC] = 0 , (71)
and apply DBf ,
NDBfD[AςB] = 0 =⇒ DBfD[AςB] = 0 .
From this we deduce via (71) and (67) that the torsion one-form ς must be closed on S˜.
Thus, the same is true for the original torsion ς0 (as they differ by an exact form). Unlike
ς, ς0 is smooth on the whole of S, so it must be closed everywhere:
Lemma 3. Consider an (n+1)-dimensional Λ-vacuum spacetime which admits a bifurcate
Killing horizon such that H1 is a multiple Killing horizon of order m ≥ 3. Then its torsion
1-form is closed.
Remark 6. In the setup of this lemma (so that in particular ς is closed), consider the
domain S˜ and define h : S˜ → R by
h := 2|ς|2 −DAςA + 2
n− 1Λ =
1
2
(
γR− 2(n− 3)
n− 1 Λ
)
+ |ς|2 . (72)
Applying DA to (55) and using the contracted Bianchi identity for γ, it follows that (com-
pare [11] where such an equation appears in the context of vacuum near-horizon geometries)
DAh− 2hςA = 0 (73)
which obviously implies
DAhD
Af = 2hςAD
Af. (74)
Inserting (72) and (55) into (70) one obtains
hDAf = DA(ς
BDBf)− 2ςAςBDBf . (75)
Equations (66), (74) and 75) arise naturally also in a different but related context, and
several consequences of them have been obtained in [19]. From those results one can extract
the following lemma.
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Lemma 4. Let (S˜, γ) be an (n − 1)-dimensional Riemannian manifold (n ≥ 3) with a
one-form ς satisfying (55). Let p + 1 (necessarily ≤ n) be the dimension of the space of
solutions of (66). If p ≥ 1, then
(i) ς is exact,
(ii) locally, (S˜, γ) is a warped product S˜ = V ×Σ, γ = γ +Ωγ˚, Ω : V → R, where (Σ, γ˚)
is a p-dimensional maximally symmetric Riemannian manifold.
We emphasize that, in the context of multiple Killing horizons of order m ≥ 3 where
this lemma automatically applies, the globally defined torsion one-form ς0 is in general not
exact.
Theorem 7. Let (M, g) be an (n + 1)-dimensional Λ-vacuum spacetime which admits a
bifurcate Killing horizon with one of its Killing horizons being a non-degenerate MKH of
order m ≥ 3. Then the spacetime admits (locally) at least 1
2
m(m+ 1) Killing vectors.
Proof. Without restriction assume that H+1 is non-degenerate MKH of order m ≥ 3. We
consider the initial data on the bifurcation surface which generate this spacetime. Moreover,
we restrict attention to the subset S˜ ⊂ S where the gauge (55) can be realized. In particular
(66), (74) and (75) hold and the space of solutions of (66) is m− 1. By item (ii) of Lemma
4, (S˜, γ|
S˜
) admits at least 1
2
(m − 2)(m − 1) (local) Killing vectors. Moreover, since ς is
exact, equation (54) restricted to S˜ admits the same number of independent solutions as
(66). Applying Theorem 6, the data on S˜, and therefore on S, generate a spacetime with
1
2
(m− 2)(m− 1) + 2(m− 1) + 1 = 1
2
m(m+ 1)
locally defined Killing vectors, as claimed.
4.2 Vanishing torsion one-form
A particular case of relevance for characteristic initial data corresponding to a bifurcate
horizon is the case when the torsion one-form ς is exact and (S, γ) is Einstein, i.e.
γRAB =
γR
n− 1γAB. (76)
Note that for n ≥ 4 the second Bianchi identity then implies γR = const., while for
n = 2, 3 (76) imposes no restriction whatsoever on γ. The case n = 2 is special since all
KID equations become ODEs, so we assume n ≥ 3. We also assume that S is connected.
We want to analyze the space of solutions of the KID equations for such data. When ς
is exact, there is a global gauge where ς = 0, which we assume from on. Note that when
ς is merely closed, this gauge can also be imposed locally, so all results below of a local
nature also hold in this case.
The KID equation to be solved is (cf. (59) and (60))(
DADB −
γR
2(n− 1)γAB +
Λ
n− 1γAB
)
f = 0 . (77)
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We split (77) into trace and trace-free part,
(DADBf)tf = 0 , (78)(
∆γ − 1
2
γR + Λ)
)
f = 0 . (79)
We determine the divergence of the first equation,
DA∆γf +
1
n− 2
γRDAf = 0 . (80)
Inserting (79) we obtain ( n
n− 2
γR− 2Λ
)
DAf + fDA
γR = 0 . (81)
When the first parenthesis is not identically zero, which we write as
γR 6≡ 2(n− 2)
n
Λ , (82)
the equation can be integrated, the general solution being
f = C
∣∣∣∣ nn− 2γR − 2Λ
∣∣∣∣ 2−nn , C = const. (83)
We insert it into (77),
2(n− 1)
n− 2 DA
γRDB
γR−
( n
n− 2
γR− 2Λ
)
DADB
γR
− 1
n− 1
(γR
2
− Λ
)( n
n− 2
γR− 2Λ
)2
γAB = 0 . (84)
Summarizing, the following result has been proved.
Lemma 5. Consider data (S, γ, ς) generating a bifurcate Killing horizon. Assume that S
is connected of dimension at least two, ς is exact and (76), (82) hold. Then a MKH which
belongs to the bifurcate Killing horizon can be at most of order 2. It is of order 2 if and
only if (84) holds and then the solution of the KID equation in the gauge ς = 0 is (83).
Remark 7. If n ≥ 4 equation (84) implies by (76) and (82) that there there will be an
MKH of order 2 if and only if γR = 2Λ. In that case f is constant on S.
Let us now restrict the data further by imposing γR = const. This holds in particular
if (S, γ) is maximally symmetric. which we recall to be equivalent to
γRABCD =
2 γR
(n− 1)(n− 2)γA[CγD]B , (85)
with γR = const. We compute the divergence of (80),
∆γ
(
∆γ +
γR
n− 2
)
f = 0 , (86)
and plug in (79) (
γR− 2Λ
)( n
n− 2
γR − 2Λ
)
f = 0 , (87)
which requires
γR = 2Λ or γR =
2(n− 2)
n
Λ . (88)
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Remark 8. If n ≥ 4 data of the form (76) always have constant scalar curvature so the
same conclusion can be drawn: A necessary condition for the existence of a multiple Killing
horizon is (88), and γR = 2Λ is, by Remark 7, also sufficient.
4.2.1 Case γR = 2Λ
Let us consider the case where γR = 2Λ first. It is different from the second case only
for Λ 6= 0, which we assume here. Then Lemma 5 applies and f = const. 6= 0 is the
only candidate solution, and, indeed, solves (77). It then follows from Theorem 6 that the
number of Killings of the vacuum solution generated by the data is 3 + k, where k is the
dimension of the Killing algebra of (S, γ). Thus,
Lemma 6. With the same assumptions as in Lemma 5, impose further γR = 2Λ 6= 0. Let
k ≥ 0 be the number of independent Killing vectors of (S, γ). Then the vacuum spacetime
generated by this data admits k + 3 Killing vectors and both horizons H+a , a = 1, 2, which
belong to the bifurcate Killing horizon are multiple Killing horizons of order 2.
It follows from the comment just after Theorem 5 that the second Killing vector with
H+1 as Killing horizon must be different from the second Killing vector with Killing horizon
H+2 .
Lemma 6 confirms the existence (for Λ 6= 0) of non-maximally symmetric spacetimes
with non-degenerate multiple Killing horizons, as was already shown in 4 dimensions in
[18, section 4.2].
Since maximally symmetric spacetimes of dimension n−1 admit 1
2
n(n−1) independent
Killing we also have from Lemma 6
Corollary 3. Let (S, γ) be maximally symmetric, connected and of dimension at least two
and assume γR = 2Λ 6= 0. Then the spacetime generated by the data (S, γ, ς = dψ) has
1
2
n(n− 1) + 3 Killing vectors and both horizons H+a , a = 1, 2 are multiple Killing horizons
of order 2.
Remark 9. The bifurcation surface of the (Anti-)Nariai spacetime [25] is, depending on
the sign of Λ, a round sphere or hyperbolic space with Ricci scalar γR = 2Λ, and has
vanishing torsion, i.e. by uniqueness of solution to the characteristic Cauchy problem it
must be the solution predicted by the corollary.
For Λ > 0 there is another way of seeing this: One may start with a round sphere
as bifurcation surface. Then the emerging spacetime will be spherically symmetric and
by Birkhoff’s theorem (cf. e.g. [24]) the emerging spacetime must locally be isometric
to the (Anti-)Nariai solution (Schwarzschild-de Sitter can be excluded since it has only
1
2
n(n− 1) + 1 Killing vectors).
4.2.2 Case γR = 2(n−2)
n
Λ
Let us devote attention now to the second case where
γR =
2(n− 2)
n
Λ . (89)
Maximally symmetric vacuum spacetimes have vanishing Weyl tensor, so the Gauss identity
on S gives 0 = CABCD
s
= γRABCD − 4n(n−1)ΛγA[CγD]B, whence (89) is necessary for the
spacetime to be maximally symmetric.
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Now (77) becomes
(DADBf)tf = 0 , (90)(
∆γ +
2
n
Λ
)
f = 0 . (91)
Let us assume that (S, γ) is maximally symmetric and, in addition, simply connected,
connected and complete. Then, depending on the sign of the cosmological constant, the
bifurcation surface can be identified with Euclidean space, hyperbolic space or a round
sphere. In fact, if we require (90)-(91) to admit a solution, the simply connectedness-
requirement is not needed if the cosmological constant is positive [20, 27].
Vanishing cosmological constant If Λ = 0 then (S, γ) needs to be the Euclidean space
and in that case n independent solutions are given, in standard coordinates (xA), by f = 1
and f = xA, A = 3, . . . , n+ 1.
Positive cosmological constant If Λ > 0 let us rescale the metric such that Λ =
n(n − 1)/2. Then γR = (n − 1)(n − 2), while (S, γ) is the standard (n − 1)-sphere. In
that case n independent solutions to (91) are given by the ℓ = 1-spherical harmonics Yℓ,
∆γYℓ = −ℓ(ℓ+ n− 2)Yℓ. Since the gradient of each function with ∆γYℓ = −(n− 1)Yℓ is a
conformal Killing one-form [20], all Yℓ’s satisfy the full system (90)-(91).
Negative cosmological constant If Λ < 0 we rescale the metric such that Λ = −n(n−
1)/2. Then γR = −(n−1)(n−2), while (S, γ) is the standard hyperbolic space. By analytic
continuation of the spherical harmonics of degree ℓ on an n − 1-dimensional standard
sphere to the n−1-dimensional standard hyperbolic space, both regarded as subsets of the
complex unit sphere in Cn, one obtains spherical harmonics of degree ℓ on the hyperbolic
space [26]. These spherical harmonics are eigenfunctions of ∆γ with eigenvalue ℓ(ℓ+n−2).
In particular the ℓ = 1-spherical harmonics provide n independent solutions which solve
(91).
When the conditions on (S, γ) being connected, simply connected or complete are
dropped, the KID equations (90)-(91) still admit n linearly independent local solutions.
Thus, the following result holds (note that since the statement is local we may assume that
ς is merely closed).
Lemma 7. Let (S, γ) be maximally symmetric and satisfying (89) and ς be closed. Assume
n ≥ 3 and let (M, g) be a spacetime generated by the characteristic initial value problem
corresponding to a bifurcate Killing horizon with data (S, γ, ς). Then any point q ∈ S ⊂M
admits a spacetime neighbourhood Uq ⊂ M with 12(n+1)(n+2) Killing vectors. In particular
(M, g) is maximally symmetric in some neighbourhood of S.
One may also consider whether the converse is true, i.e. given a spacetime with a bifur-
cate Killing horizon with bifurcation surface S and maximally symmetric near S, whether
the data (S, γ, ς) must be as in Lemma 7. According to Remark 4 (iii) the bifurcation
surface (S, γ) needs to be maximally symmetric, i.e. admit 1
2
n(n− 1) independent (local)
Killing vectors ζ(b), b ∈ {1, . . . , n(n − 1)/2}. Each of these Killing vectors need to extend
(also locally) to a spacetime symmetry which requires, by Theorem 5, that
£ζ(b)D[AςB] = 0 ∀ b =⇒ D[AςB] = 0 .
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i.e. ς needs to be closed. Finally, as already mentioned the Gauss identity on S forces
(89). Thus, indeed the converse of Lemma 7 holds true.
Combining this converse with the uniqueness of solutions of the characteristic initial
value problem near the initial hypersurface we conclude
Lemma 8. Let (S, γ) be maximally symmetric, complete, connected and simply connected
and ς exact. Let (M, g) be a spacetime generated by the characteristic initial value problem
corresponding to a bifurcate Killing horizon with data (S, γ, ς). Then, (M, g) is isometric
to a portion of de Sitter (Λ > 0), Minkowski (Λ = 0) or anti-de Sitter (Λ < 0).
4.3 Non-degenerate MKHs of order m = 2 for Λ = 0
The (Anti-)Nariai solution provides an example of a Λ ≶ 0-vacuum spacetime which admits
a non-degenerate MKH of order 2. We therefore aim to construct characteristic initial data
which generate Λ = 0-vacuum spacetimes with non-degenerate MKH of order 2. For this
we consider, in n + 1 dimensions, initial data with vanishing torsion 1-form. Then (59)
becomes (
DADB − 1
2
γRAB
)
f = 0 . (92)
We want to find a metric γ for which these equations admit precisely one non-trivial
solution. For this we assume n ≥ 3 (if n = 2, then (92) is a second order linear ODE which
always has two independent solutions) and that (S, γ) is a warped product metric with
locally flat n− 2 dimensional fibers, so that the metric can be written in the local form
γ = dx2 + Ω2(x)δ , δ =
n−2∑
P=1
(dyP )2 , n ≥ 3 . (93)
Then
γRxx = −(n− 2)∂
2
xΩ
Ω
, γRPQ = −
(
(n− 3)(∂xΩ)2 + Ω∂2xΩ
)
δPQ , (94)
γRxP = 0 ,
γR = −(n− 2)
(
(n− 3)(∂xΩ)
2
Ω2
− 2∂2xΩ
)
, (95)
and (92) becomes
∂2xf +
(n− 2)
2
∂2xΩ
Ω
f =0 , (96)
∂P∂Qf + Ω∂xΩδPQ∂xf +
1
2
(
(n− 3)(∂xΩ)2 + Ω∂2xΩ
)
δPQf =0 , (97)(
∂x − ∂xΩ
Ω
)
∂Pf =0 . (98)
We assume that the metric γ is not flat, as otherwise (92) clearly admits n (hence more
than one) linearly independent solutions. Thus, ∂xΩ is not identically zero and when n = 3
also ∂2xΩ is not identically zero. When n > 3 it is easy to show that if Ω = Ω0x+ Ω1 with
Ω0 a non-zero constant, the system (96)-(98) admits no non-trivial solutions. So, we may
assume that neither ∂xΩ nor ∂
2
xΩ vanish identically.
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Equation (98) integrates to f = a(y)Ω + b(x), which inserted into (96) yields
n∂2xΩ
2
a(y) + ∂2xb+
n− 2
2
∂2xΩ
Ω
b = 0.
Thus, a(y) is necessarily constant and f only depends on x. Thus the system to solve is
∂2xf +
(n− 2)
2
∂2xΩ
Ω
f =0 , (99)
Ω∂xΩ∂xf +
1
2
(
(n− 3)(∂xΩ)2 + Ω∂2xΩ
)
f =0 . (100)
This is a system of two ODEs for two functions. We aim at finding its general solution.
Replacing x → −x if necessary we may assume that ∂xΩ > 0. Equation (100) can be
integrated to
f =
f0Ω
−
n−3
2√
∂xΩ
where f0 is a constant. Inserting into the other equation gives a rather involved third order
ODE for Ω(x). It is more convenient to perform the change of variable
dx =
zdz
w(z)
(101)
and use the freedom introduced by w(z) to impose the equation
dΩ
dz
=
Ω
zw
. (102)
Note that in terms of this variable, f = f0zΩ
−
n−2
2 . A straightforward computation shows
that equation (99) becomes
zw
dw
dz
= w2 + w(n− 2)− n(n− 2)
4
:= P (n)(w). (103)
This is a separable equation which can be solved explicitly. Note that the second order
polynomial P (n)(w) vanishes at two real and non-zero values
w± :=
−(n− 2)±√2(n− 1)(n− 2)
2
,
so that w(z) := w± solve the ODE. When w(z) is not constant, P
(n)(w) is not identically
zero and we get
z = exp
(∫
dz
z
)
= exp
(∫
wdw
P (n)(w)
)
=
z0|w − w+|
w+
w+−w−
|w − w−|
w−
w+−w−
,
where z0 is a constant. We elaborate further each case. When w := w±, equation (101)
integrates to
z2 = 2w±(x− x0).
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The constant x0 may be set to zero by shifting x. Then (102) gives
Ω(z) = c0|z|
1
w± := c0|z|p± = c˜0|x|
p±
2
where c0, c˜0 are non-zero constants and
p± :=
2
n
(
1±
√
2(n− 1)
n− 2
)
.
The constant c˜0 can be absorbed into the coordinates {yP} and we can also assume x > 0
without loss of generality. So, the metric and the function f takes the form (redefining f0
conveniently)
γ = dx2 + xp±δ, f = f0x
2−(n−2)p±
4 .
Observe that p± = 2 only for the plus sign and n = 3 and this case has to be excluded as
it corresponds to a flat metric. Thus, for n = 3 only p− = −23 survives.
When w(z) is not constant, we may use w as coordinate. The equation for Ω(w) is,
from (102) and (103)
dΩ
dw
=
Ω
(w − w+)(w − w−) =⇒ Ω(w) = Ω0
∣∣∣∣w − w+w − w−
∣∣∣∣ 1w+−w− , Ω0 ∈ R+
so that the metric is, after absorbing a multiplicative constant in {yP} and redefining a
suitable constant C > 0,
γ = C
∣∣∣∣w − w+w − w−
∣∣∣∣
2(w++w−)
w+−w−
dw2 +
∣∣∣∣w − w+w − w−
∣∣∣∣ 2w+−w− δ. (104)
In this case the solution of (92) is
f := f0
|w − w+|
3w++w−
2(w+−w−)
|w − w−|
w++3w−
2(w+−w−)
Summarizing:
Lemma 9. Consider data (S, γ, ς = 0), with (S, γ) a warped product with locally flat
(n − 2)-dimensional fibers for the characteristic initial value problem for the (Λ = 0)-
vacuum equations on a bifurcate horizon in (n+ 1)-dimensions, n ≥ 3. Then the bifurcate
horizon is a non-degenerate MKH of order 2 if and only if either (i) or (ii) hold:
(i) The metric takes the local form γ = dx2 + xpδ where δ is the flat n− 2 dimensional
metric, and
(a) p = −2
3
for n = 3,
(b) p = 2
n
(
1±
√
2(n−1)
n−2
)
for n ≥ 4.
(ii) The metric takes the local form (104).
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Remark 10. As any line element γ = F (x)dx2 + H(x)δ has at least 1
2
(n − 2)(n − 1)
(local) Killing vectors, the emerging (Λ = 0)-vacuum spacetimes in this Lemma admit, by
Theorem 6, at least 1
2
(n− 2)(n− 1) + 3 (local) Killing vectors.
Remark 11. The spacetime in case (i) can be fully determined. Recall the Kasner vacuum
solution [10] which can be written in the form
g = −x2p0(dt)2+(dx)2+
n∑
A=2
x2pA(dyA)2 , p0+
n∑
A=2
pA = 1 , (p0)
2+
n∑
A=2
(pA)
2 = 1 . (105)
Now choose pA := p/2, A = 3, . . . n, and p2 = p0 =: q/2, and set u := (t − y2)/
√
2,
v := (t + y2)/
√
2. Then
g = 2x1−
n−2
2
p±dudv + (dx)2 + xp±δ with p± =
2
n
(
1±
√
2
n− 1
n− 2
)
. (106)
We conclude that the data constructed in Lemma 9 (i) generate a subfamily of the Kas-
ner metrics with non-degenerate MKH of order 2 (for n = 3 we have p+ = 2 and this
corresponds to the Minkowski metric which has a MKH of maximal order).
4.4 A no-go result
In Section 4.1 we have shown that whenever a Λ-vacuum spacetime admits a bifurcate
Killing horizon with a MKH of order m ≥ 3, the torsion one-form needs to be closed.
We work on the dense domain S˜ where the gauge condition (55) can be imposed. The
integrability condition (68) becomes
γRABCDD
Df −D[Af(γRB]C − 2
n− 1ΛγB]C) = 0 . (107)
Let us assume now that m ≥ n, i.e. that the bifurcate horizon is a MKH of order n or n+1.
Then (66) admits at least n−2 independent non-constant solutions. The set of points q ∈ S˜
where all the gradients of these solutions are non-zero and linearly independent is also a
dense set. Locally near such points we can construct an orthonormal frame (eÂ) = (e3̂, eâ),
â = 4, . . . , n+1, such the eâ’s are in the tangent plane generated by those gradients. Then
(107) can be written in these frame components as
γRÂB̂Ĉâ =
1
2
δÂâ
(
γRB̂Ĉ −
2
n− 1ΛδB̂Ĉ
)
− 1
2
δB̂â
(
γRÂĈ −
2
n− 1ΛδÂĈ
)
. (108)
That yields
γRÂâ = −δÂâ
(
γR− 2(n− 2)
n− 1 Λ
)
, γR3̂3̂ =
2(n− 2)
n(n− 1)Λ ,
whence
γR =
2(n− 2)
n
Λ =⇒ γRAB = 2(n− 2)
n(n− 1)ΛγAB =⇒
γRABCD =
4Λ
n(n− 1)γA[CγD]B ,
i.e. the bifurcation surface (S, γ) needs to be maximally symmetric. Now we change the
gauge. Instead of (55) we transform to a gauge where the torsion one-form vanishes, which
can be done at least locally. Then we are in the setting of Section 4.2, the emerging
Λ-vacuum spacetime will have, at least locally, the maximum number of Killing vectors.
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Proposition 2. Let (M, g) be an (n + 1)-dimensional Λ-vacuum spacetime which admits
a bifurcate Killing horizon such that one of its horizons is a MKH of order m ≥ n. Then
(M, g) is locally isometric to either Minkowski or (Anti-)de Sitter, depending on the sign
of the cosmological constant. In particular a MKH of order m = n which belongs to a
bifurcate horizon does not exist.
Summarizing this section, in 3+1 dimensions we have seen that non-degenerate MKHs
of order 3 do not exist, at least not as part of a bifurcate Killing horizon, while the max-
imal order 4 is obtained by maximally symmetric spacetimes. The (Anti-)Nariai solution
provides an example of a Λ ≶ 0-vacuum spacetime which admits a non-degenerate MKH
of order 2. An example of a (Λ = 0)-vacuum spacetime which admits a non-degenerate
MKH of order 2 are certain Kasner metrics, cf. Section 4.3.
5 Near-horizon geometries
Let us consider a Λ-vacuum spacetime (M, g) which admits a Killing vector field η which has
a degenerate Killing horizon H1. In a neighborhood of H1 and in Gaussian null coordinates
with H1 = {v = 0} and η = ∂u the metric takes the form
g = 2dudv + 4vŝA(v, x
B)dudxA + v2h(v, xA)du2 + gAB(v, x
C)dxAdxB . (109)
The associated near-horizon geometry is
gNH = 2dudv + 4vŝA(0, x
B)dudxA + v2h(0, xA)du2 + gAB(0, x
C)dxAdxB . (110)
Usually it is obtained as a certain limit of the original spacetime (109), cf. [11]. For
our purposes, it is more enlightening how it can be obtained in terms of a characteristic
initial value problem. For this we consider the cut S = {u = 0, v = 0} of the horizon
H1, and we keep the same notation for the corresponding objects in the metric (110).
The null second fundamental forms (1)K induced by the line elements (109) or (110) on
H+1 := H1 ∩ {u > 0} vanish. The data induced on S relevant for the characteristic initial-
value problems are the (n−1)-dimensional Riemannian manifolds (S, γAB = gAB|S) and the
torsion one-forms ςA = ŝA|S. Hence, both metrics (109) and (110) induce the same data on
H+1 and S. To generate either (109) or (110) these data need to be supplemented with the
null second fundamental forms induced by either (109) or (110) on the null hypersurfaces
H+2 := {u = 0} ∩ {v > 0} (again we keep the same notation for both metrics) generated
by the null geodesics intersecting H1 transversally on S. These null second fundamental
forms are in both cases proportional to ∂vgAB. Thus, such a second fundamental form is
in general different from zero for the case of the metric (109) but, in contrast, it vanishes
for the case of the metric (110). In other words, in view of a characteristic initial-value
problem, taking the near-horizon limit corresponds to replacing the induced null second
fundamental form on the initial hypersurface surface N+2 by trivial data. It is worth stating
this as a proposition.
Proposition 3. Let (M, g) be a Λ-vacuum spacetime which contains a degenerate Killing
horizon H1, generated by a Killing vector η. Then take any cut S of H1, and let N2
denote the null hypersurface which is generated by the null geodesics through S which are
transversal to H1. Denote by ((1)KAB H1= 0, (2)KAB, gAB|S, ς) the induced characteristic
initial data. Then the associated NHG is the Λ-vacuum spacetime obtained as solution of
the characteristic initial value problem for these data with (2)KAB replaced by trivial data.
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It is clear from the construction (and Theorem 5) that the intersection surface S be-
comes the bifurcation surface of a bifurcate Killing horizon. Thus the construction auto-
matically implies that the near horizon spacetime admits an additional Killing vector field
ξ. In a sense, the present geometric reinterpretation of the near horizon limit explains why
near horizon geometries always admit an additional Killing vector ξ = u∂u − v∂v, which
vanishes at a bifurcation surface and generates a bifurcation horizon an observation made
in [11] (see also [15, 18, 19, 21]).
In view of the KID equations for the bifurcate Killing horizon data, the original Killing
vector η corresponds to a solution of the KID equation (59) (or (60)) which vanishes
nowhere. Thus, we can identify which characteristic data on a bifurcate horizon yield near
horizon geometries.
Corollary 4. Characteristic initial data on a bifurcate horizon (H1 ∪H2 ∪ S) consist of a
Riemannian metric γ and the torsion 1-form ς on S. The emerging Λ-vacuum spacetime
is a NHG if and only if (59) or (60) admits a nowhere zero solution.
Remark 12. In the case Λ = 0, this result was proved in [14] by explicit construction
of the spacetime. Indeed, given such data on S, there exists a global gauge where the
torsion one-form satisfies (55). Then, one can define h as in (72), write down the metric
(110) and check that it solves the Λ-vacuum field equations. This is a very direct way of
establishing existence, but it is heavily limited by the condition that the solution of (59) is
nowhere zero. Our existence results do not rely on this, so it seems reasonable to allow for
fixed points of η. In fact, one of the main interests of viewing the near horizon limit as a
characteristic initial value problem is that it does not depend on the fact that the Killing
vector η is non-zero on H1, something which is crucial in the coordinate limit definition,
since it relies on Gaussian null coordinates adapted to η. This suggests the existence of a
natural generalization of the concept of NHG, which we put forward in Definition 4 below.
Remark 13. Another interesting characterization of vacuum near horizon geometries al-
ternative to Corollary 4 is given in [15], where it is shown that a vacuum spacetimes is a
near horizon geometry if and only if admits a foliation of non-expanding horizons (supple-
mented by a transverse one).
It follows from the KID equations and the fact that the master equation (4) must hold
on S for each Killing vector field η(k) of the original spacetime for which H1 is a degenerate
horizon that the associated solutions f (k) of (59) (which need to be independent) generate,
by Corollary 1, independent Killing vectors of the near-horizon geometry too, for which
H+1 is also a degenerate horizon. We recover [18, Theorem 4.1] in the Λ-vacuum case:
Corollary 5. Consider a Λ-vacuum spacetime which admits a fully degenerate (multiple)
Killing horizon of order m ≥ 1. Then there exists an associated Λ-vacuum spacetime, the
near-horizon limit, which has a non-degenerate MKH of order m+ 1.
5.1 Near-horizon limit if dim(AdegH ) ≥ 2
Let us now assume that for the metric (109) H1 = {v = 0} is a MKH and that there exists
another Killing vector η˜ for which Hη˜ is a degenerate Killing horizon satisfying Hη˜ = H1,
i.e. we assume dim(Adeg
H1
) ≥ 2 (recall its definition in Theorem 2). Then the near-horizon
limit can be taken with respect to both η or η˜. In the latter case one would first need to
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transform to Gaussian null coordinates (u˜, v˜, x˜A). However, here we only need to observe
the following: with η˜
H1= fη, we find that, at points where f is not zero,
g˜AB
H1= gAB , ˜̂s H1= ŝ− d log |f | , (111)
and this implies that the characteristic Cauchy data for the near-horizon geometries as-
sociated to η and η˜ coincide up to gauge transformations (cf. Section 3.3). This way we
recover [19, Theorem 7] in the Λ-vacuum case:
Corollary 6. Let (M,g) be a Λ-vacuum spacetime containing a MKH H and let η, η˜ ∈ Adeg
H
.
Then the near-horizon geometries w.r.t. η and η˜ are locally isometric.
5.2 Generalized Near Horizon Geometry
Consider a spacetime admitting a null hypersurface N and a (non-trivial) Killing vector
η which, at N , is tangent and null. Since η vanishes at most on codimension-two sub-
manifolds, there is a Kiling horizon H1 of η satisfying H1 = N . Assume further that
this horizon is degenerate. To determine the NHG in the usual way we need to restrict
to (connected components of) H1 since fixed points of η have to be removed in order to
construct Gaussian null coordinates. However, our construction in terms of characteristic
initial data provides an immediate alternative definition of NHG for Λ-vacuum, which does
not care about fixed points of η:
Definition 4. Let (M, g) be Λ-vacuum and admit a connected null hypersurface N and
a Killing vector η as described above. Consider any cut S of N and let γ be the induced
metric of S and ς the torsion one-form with respect to any choice of null frame. A gen-
eralized near horizon limit spacetime of (M, g) is a spacetime obtained by solving the
characteristic initial value corresponding to a bifurcate Killing horizon and data (S, γ, ς).
Remark 14. It may appear from the wording of the Definition that there are many possible
generalized near horizon limits, but this is merely a consequence of the fact that, to the best
of our knowledge, there is no existence result of a unique maximal Cauchy development
in the characteristic case. All spacetimes generated by the data are isometric in some
neighbourhood of S.
Remark 15. When η has no fixed points, the generalized near horizon geometry is the
same as the standard near horizon limit.
Remark 16. By Corollary 1, the null hypersurface N of the generalized near horizon limit
is a non-fully degenerate multiple Killing horizon of order at least two.
6 Fully degenerate MKHs
So far we have studied the emergence of Λ-vacuum spacetimes with MKHs in terms of a
characteristic initial value problem with data given on a bifurcate Killing horizon. How-
ever, since the bifurcate horizon is necessarily non-degenerate with respect to the bifurcate
Killing vector this approach permits merely the construction of non-degenerate MKHs. In
this section we consider the case of fully degenerate MKHs, and obtain partial results.
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In order to construct spacetimes with fully degenerate MKHs we need to modify the
initial data in such a way that a bifurcate Killing vector does not arise. For that purpose,
one of the initial null hypersurfaces, H+2 say, needs to have a non-vanishing null second
fundamental form. Since this null hypersurface will therefore not be a Killing horizon of
the emerging spacetime anymore, we will denote it by N+2 . It turns out, though, that an
analysis of the KID equations becomes rather intricate for such a general class of data:
while the KID equations (16), (17) and (19) still provide ODEs for the Killing candidate
on H+1 and N+2 , the main problem is to arrange the data in such a way that (18) holds.
In the case of a bifurcate horizon we have seen, cf. the paragraph after Remark 3, that
its second-order u- (respectively, v-) derivative vanishes on H+1 (resp. H+2 ) whence (18)
becomes a constraint which only provides restrictions on S. This is no longer true for fully
degenerate MKHs.
Fortunately, an analysis of the equations shows that their behavior is similar if addi-
tional conditions are imposed on the initial data. Hence, the strategy we are going to
apply is as follows: first, in subsection 6.1 we basically restrict attention to data where the
second fundamental form is independent of the xA-coordinates (in an appropriate gauge),
i.e. it is constant along appropriately selected cuts. We will further impose that these cuts
are intrinsically flat and set Λ = 0 and a vanishing torsion one-form. In this way, a class
of data generating fully degenrate MKHs is identified, and these data include solutions
corresponding to gravitational plane waves. In subsection 6.2 we will restore a general Λ
and explore the Ansatz where the shear tensor vanishes on N+2 , with no conclusive results
concerning fully degenerate MKHs..
6.1 KID equations for non-vanishing null second fundamental
form
The following result is proved in Appendix A.1:
Proposition 4. Consider two smooth hypersurfaces, H+1 and N+2 in an (n+1)-dimensional
manifold with transverse intersection along a smooth (n−1)-dimensional submanifold S in
adapted null coordinates and where the gauge conditions (42)-(43) are fulfilled. Consider
characteristic initial data which satisfy
(1)πAB
H
+
1= 0 , (1)θ
S
= 0 , ∂C
(2)πAB
N+2= 0 , (2)θ
S
=: θS = const. ,
as well as
Λ = 0 , (S, γ) ∼= Euclidean space , ς = 0 .
Then the emerging vacuum spacetime admits k Killing vectors if and only if the following
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set of KID equations,
∂vζv
N+2= 0 ,(
∂v − 2
n− 1
(2)θ
)
ζA − 2(2)πABζB N
+
2= −∂Aζv ,
∂v∂v
(
ζv − 1
2
gvvζv
) N+2= 0 ,
(∇̂(AζB))tf N
+
2= −(2)πAB
(
ζv − 1
2
gvvζv
)
,
∂(uζv)
S
= Γuuvζu + Γ
v
uvζv ,
DAζA
S
= −θSζu ,
∆γζv
S
= −θS∂[uζv] − θ
2
S
n− 1ζu − |
(2)π|2ζu ,
∂A∂[uζv]
S
= − θS
n− 1∂Aζu −
(2)πA
B∂Bζu
DADBζu
S
= 0 ,
admits k independent solutions, determined by data ζµ|S and an additive integration con-
stant which arises from the ∂[uζv]|S-equation. The data on H+1 are then uniquely determined
by (145)-(147) in Appendix A.1 below.
Now, we use the previous proposition to try and derive initial data producing MKHs
(not necessarily degenerate). To that end, we add initial data for ζ : Recalling (25) and
(27) we keep ζv as the only non-zero component on S (as this is necessary for the Killing
vector field to have H1 as a Killing horizon) so that as a corollary of Proposition 4 we
obtain:
Corollary 7. Under the same hypotheses as in Proposition 4, the emerging vacuum space-
time has H+1 as a MKH of order m if and only if the following set of equations admits m
independent solutions, parameterized by (ηu|S = ηA|S = 0, ηv|S, ∂[uηv]|S = κη = const.),
∂vηv
N+2= 0 , (112)(
∂v − 2
n− 1
(2)θ
)
ηA
N+2= 2(2)πA
BηB − ∂Aηv , ηA S= 0 , (113)
∂v∂v
(
ηv − 1
2
gvvηv
) N+2= 0 , (ηv − 1
2
gvvηv
) S
= 0 , ∂v
(
ηv − 1
2
gvvηv
) S
= −κη , (114)
(∇̂(AηB))tf N
+
2= −(2)πAB
(
ηv − 1
2
gvvηv
)
, (115)
∆γηv
S
= −θSκη . (116)
Remark 17. The condition on ∂(uηv)|S in Proposition 4 is relevant to determine the initial
data on S for the second-order ODEs for ηu|N+1 and ηv|N+2 and is thus contained in the
initial conditions in (114).
As in previous cases, κη represents the surface gravity relative to η of the emerging
horizon. Hence, in order to get a fully degenerate MKH we need to make sure that every
solution of this system satisfies κη = 0. To that end, it is convenient to assume data which
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satisfy (2)πAB|S = 0. Then, we determine the first- and second-order v-derivative of (115)
which yields with (113)-(114) and evaluated on S
(∂A∂Bηv)tf |S = 0 ,
1
n− 1θS(∂A∂Bηv)tf |S = −κη∂v
(2)πAB ,
which implies
κη∂v
(2)πAB|S = 0 .
Clearly, κη = 0 must hold whenever ∂v
(2)πAB|S 6= 0. To enforce κη = 0 let us therefore
restrict attention to initial data of the form
(2)πAB|S = 0 , ∂v(2)πAB|S 6= 0 . (117)
By the latter condition we mean that ∂v
(2)πAB|S is not identically zero, i.e. that at least
one component (which is, by assumption, constant on S) is non-zero.
We conclude from Corollary 7 that the emerging vacuum spacetime has H+1 as a fully
degenerate Killing horizon of orderm if the following set of equations admitsm independent
solutions ηv =
(0)
η (xA) (with ηA|S = 0)(
∂v − 2
n− 1
(2)θ
)
ηA − 2(2)πABηB N
+
2= −∂A(0)η , (118)
(∇̂(AηB))tf N
+
2= 0 , (119)
∆γ
(0)
η
S
= 0 . (120)
Using (119), the anti-symmetrized derivative of (118) reads(
∂v − 2
n− 1
(2)θ
)
∂[AηB] +
(2)πA
C∂[BηC] − (2)πBC∂[AηC] N
+
2= 0 .
As the initial data on S for this equation vanish (cf. (113)) we deduce
∂[AηB]
N+2= 0 .
Using (119) we also compute the symmetrized trace-free part and the divergence of (118),
(∇̂A∇̂B(0)η )tf N
+
2= 0 ,
(
∂v − 2
n− 1
(2)θ
)
∇̂AηA N
+
2= −∆̂(0)η . (121)
The first relation implies (note that the Christoffel symbols of gAB|N+2 vanish),
∂v∆̂
(0)
η
N+2= ∂vg
AB∂A∂B
(0)
η
N+2= − 2
n− 1
(2)θ∆̂
(0)
η
(120)
=⇒ ∆̂(0)η N
+
2= 0 =⇒ ∇̂AηA N
+
2= 0 .
Any solution of (118)-(120) is therefore necessarily of the form
∂A∂B
(0)
η
N+2= 0 , ∂AηB
N+2= 0 .
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The ODE (118) can be integrated for data ηA
S
= 0. As the source and the coefficients
do not depend on the xA’s the same will be true for ηA|N+2 , so that there are no further
obstructions by (119). We deduce that the above system has m = n independent solutions
which are given by
(0)
η
N+2= 1 and
(0)
η
N+2= xA , A = 3, . . . , n+ 1 ,
together with the corresponding solution ηA of (118) with ηA|S = 0.
We thus have:
Proposition 5. Consider two smooth hypersurfaces H+1 = {v = 0} and N+2 = {u = 0}
in an (n + 1)-dimensional manifold with transverse intersection along a smooth (n − 1)-
dimensional submanifold S in adapted null coordinates and where the gauge conditions
(42)-(43) are fulfilled. Consider characteristic initial data which satisfy
(1)πAB
H
+
1= 0 , (1)θ
S
= 0 , ∂C
(2)πAB
N+2= 0 , (2)πAB
S
= 0 , ∂v
(2)πAB|S 6= 0 , (2)θ S= const.
and where
Λ = 0 , (S, γ) ∼= Euclidean space , ς = 0 .
Then the emerging vacuum spacetime has H+1 as a fully degenerate multiple Killing horizon
of maximal order n.
In Appendix A.2 we prove the following proposition which addresses the issue how
many independent Killing vectors the spacetimes generated in Proposition 5 have.
Proposition 6. Under the same hypotheses as in Proposition 5 we have:
(i) The emerging vacuum spacetime has at least 2n− 1 Killing vectors.
(ii) For appropriate data there may be a maximum of 1
2
(n−1)(n−2)+1 additional Killing
vectors, depending on whether the candidate fields
(1)
ζ AB(v) determined by (185) and
(188) fulfill (189), cf. Appendix A.2.
Given the properties of gravitational plane waves concerning MKHs ([18, subsection 4.4])
we deduce that such wave solutions are generated by initial data of the type found in Propo-
sition 5.
6.2 Vanishing shear
Again we aim at the construction of MKHs where the initial data do not lead to a bifurcate
horizon. Before doing that, though, let us simplify the KID equations (16)-(24) for a Killing
vector for which H+1 is a Killing horizon in a more general setting. The Killing vector needs
to satisfy ζu|S = ζA|S = 0 and one checks that the system (16)-(24) becomes (we assume
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that the gauge conditions (42)-(43) are fulfilled),
ζu
H
+
1= 0 , ζA
H
+
1= 0 , (122)
2nd-order ODE for ζu|
H
+
1
, ζu|S =
(0)
ζ (xA) 6= 0 , ∂uζu S= ∂[uζv] , (123)
ζv
N+2=
(0)
ζ , (124)(
∂v − 2
n− 1
(2)θ
)
ζA
N+2= 2 (2)πA
BζB − (∂A − 2ΓvvA)
(0)
ζ , (125)
(∇̂(AζB))tf N
+
2=
1
2
(
((2)ΞAB)tf + g
vv(2)πAB
)(0)
ζ − (2)πABζv , (126)
2nd-order ODE for ζv|N+2 , ζ
v|S = 0 , ∂vζv S= −∂[uζv] − ∂uguv
(0)
ζ , (127)
∂(uζv)
S
= ∂uguv
(0)
ζ , (128)
DA∂vζA
S
= θS∂[uζv] +
1
2
∂vtr(
(2)Ξ)
(0)
ζ ,
DA∂[uζv]
S
= 0 .
Using (11) we rewrite the last two equations as
∆γ
(0)
ζ + κθS
S
= 2ςAD
A
(0)
ζ +
(0)
ζ (DA − ςA)ςA + 1
2
(
γR− 2Λ
)(0)
ζ , (129)
∂[uζv]
S
= κ = const. (130)
Here we choose to analyze the situation where N+2 has vanishing shear while its ex-
pansion θS on the intersection manifold S as well as (S, γ) itself can be arbitrary, i.e. we
consider data of the form
(1)πAB
H
+
1= 0 , (1)θ
S
= 0 , (2)πAB
N+2= 0 , (2)θ
S
= θS 6= 0 . (131)
Observe that the 2nd-order ODEs (123) and (127) admit unique solutions for ζu|
H
+
1
and
ζv|N+2 whose precise form is irrelevant whenever the shear tensors of both null hypersurfaces
vanish, as they only arise in the other equations accompanied by a factor of (a)πAB. Thus,
we do not need to consider the 2nd-order ODEs (123) and (127) any further. Let us further
assume that the torsion one form is given by
ς = d log θS . (132)
This choice makes the solution of (10) as given in Appendix A.3 as simple as possible. In
that Appendix A.3 we prove:
Proposition 7. Consider two smooth hypersurfaces H+1 = {v = 0} and N+2 = {u = 0}
in an (n + 1)-dimensional manifold with transverse intersection along a smooth (n − 1)-
dimensional submanifold S in adapted null coordinates and where the gauge conditions
(42)-(43) are fulfilled. Consider characteristic initial data which satisfy
(1)πAB
H
+
1= 0 , (1)θ
S
= 0 , (2)πAB
N+2= 0 , (2)θ
S
= θS 6= 0 , ς = d log θS . (133)
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Then H+1 = {v = 0} is a multiple Killing horizon of order m if and only if
(γRAB)tf = 0 , (134)
and the following system admits m independent solutions (f, κ) on S with κ = const.,
(DADBf)tf = 0 , (135)
(D(AθSDB)f)tf = 0 (136)
∆γf + κ =
1
2
(
γR− 2Λ
)
f . (137)
The multiple Killing horizon is fully degenerate if and only if all solutions satisfy κ = 0.
Remark 18. At this stage, it is not clear to us whether or not there exist data for which
Proposition 7 produces fully degenerate MKHs.
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A Some calculations relevant for Section 6
A.1 Proof of Proposition 4
In order to establish Proposition 4 let us start with data of the form
(1)πAB
H
+
1= 0 , (1)θ
S
= 0 , ∂A|(2)π|2 N
+
2= 0 , ∇̂B(2)πAB N
+
2= 0 , (2)θ
S
=: θS = const. , (138)
and let us further assume that
R̂AB =
2
n− 1ΛgAB , ς = 0 . (139)
As the data will be more restricted later on, we do not care so much how data which fulfill
(138) are constructed from a family of Riemannian metrics as in Theorem 3.
We analyze the KID equations (16)-(24) for this class of data, where we again assume
a gauge where (42)-(43) holds,
Γuuu
H
+
1= 0 , Γvvv
N+2= 0 , g12
S
= 1 . (140)
First of all we observe that the constraint equations (9)-(12) yield,
(1)θ
H
+
1=0 , ΓuuA
H
+
1= 0 , (141)
tr((1)Ξ)
H
+
1= − 2θS , ((1)ΞAB)tr H
+
1= −2(2)πAB|S , (142)(
∂v +
(2)θ
n− 1
)
(2)θ
N+2= − |(2)π|2 , (2)θ S= θS (143)
ΓvvA
N+2= 0 , (2)ΞAB
N+2= 0 . (144)
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Moreover, a computation reveals that
RAuu
u H
+
1=0 ,
Rvuu
u H
+
1=Ruv − RvAuA H
+
1= −1
2
guv
(
∂utr(
(1)Ξ) + (1)KAB(1)ΞAB − 4
n− 1Λ
)
H
+
1=
2Λ
n− 1guv ,
RAvv
v N
+
2= 0 ,
Ruvv
v N
+
2=Ruv − RuAvA N
+
2=
2
n− 1Λguv .
The KID equations (16)-(19) on H+1 become
∂uζu
H
+
1=0 , (145)
∂uζA
H
+
1= − ∂Aζu , (146)
∂u∂u
(
ζu − 1
2
guuζu
) H+1= 2
n− 1Λζu , (147)
(∇̂(AζB))tf H
+
1= − (2)πAB|Sζu . (148)
On N+2 they read
∂vζv
N+2= 0 , (149)(
∂v − 2
n− 1
(2)θ
)
ζA − 2(2)πABζB N
+
2= − ∂Aζv , (150)
∂v∂v
(
ζv − 1
2
gvvζv
) N+2= 2
n− 1Λζv , (151)
(∇̂(AζB))tf N
+
2= − (2)πAB
(
ζv − 1
2
gvvζv
)
. (152)
For the KID equations (20)-(24) on S a computation shows (note that RvuA
µ S= 0)
∂(uζv)
S
=Γuuvζu + Γ
v
uvζv , (153)
DAζA
S
=− θSζu , (154)
∆γζu
S
=0 , (155)
∆γζv
S
=− θS∂[uζv] − θ
2
S
n− 1ζu − |
(2)π|2ζu , (156)
∂A∂[uζv]
S
=− θS
n− 1∂Aζu −
(2)πA
B∂Bζu . (157)
Given data ζ |S, ∂(uζv)|S and ∂[uζv]|S the equations (145)-(147) and (149)-(151) can be
integrated. The data ∂(uζv)|S and ∂[uζv]|S are determined by (153) and (157), the latter
one up to an additive constant. We further observe that the second-order u-derivative of
(148) vanishes whence it simplifies to
(D(AζB))tf
S
= −(2)πABζu , (DADBζu)tf S= 0 , (158)
and the first equation is contained in (152).
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As the main problematic equation remains (152). We do not want to impose a condition
on (2)πAB which restricts its v-dependence. We rather want to make sure that ζ
v− 1
2
gvvζv
N+2=
0 is a solution of (151) to get rid of (2)πAB in (152). Since we want ζv|S 6= 0 in order
to get a non-trivial Killing vector we are led to the condition Λ = 0. By (139) this
requires R̂AB
N+2= 0, and the latter one holds if ∂C
(2)πAB = 0 and ∂CgAB
S
= 0, as then
gAB|N+2 is independent of xC . This suggests to assume that (S, γ) is the Euclidean space.
Proposition 4 now follows immediately (note that the conditions on the initial data there
imply (138)-(139))
A.2 Proof of Proposition 6
Let us determine how many independent Killing vectors the spacetimes generated in Propo-
sition 4 have. Set f := −(ζv − 1
2
gvvζv
)
and note that ζu|S = −f. For data as considered in
Proposition 5 the KID equations read for data (ζ |S, αζ = const.) for the Killing vector,
∂vζv
N+2= 0 , (159)(
∂v − 2
n− 1
(2)θ
)
ζA − 2(2)πABζB N
+
2= −∂Aζv , (160)
∂v∂vf
N+2= 0 , (161)
(∂(AζB))tf
N+2= (2)πABf , (162)
∂A∂Bf
S
= 0 , (163)
DAζA
S
= θSf , (164)
∆γζv
S
= −θS κ̂ζ , (165)
∂vf
S
=
θS
n− 1 f+ αζ . (166)
These equations are supplemented by an algebraic equation for ∂uζv|S and the equations
(145)-(147) for the evolution on H+1 , which, given the data on S, always admits unique
solutions.
Equivalently,
ζv
N+2=
(0)
ζ v(x
A) , (167)(
∂v − 2
n− 1
(2)θ
)
ζA − 2(2)πABζB N
+
2= −∂A
(0)
ζ v , (168)
f
N+2= c+ cAx
A +
( θS
n− 1
(
c+ cAx
A
)
+ αζ
)
v , (169)
(∂(AζB))tf
N+2= (2)πABf , (170)
DAζA
S
= θS(c+ cAx
A) , (171)
∆γ
(0)
ζ v
S
= −θSαζ . (172)
where c and the cA’s are constants. The v-derivative of (170) yields with (168) and (172)
∂A∂B
(0)
ζ v
S
=
θS
n− 1αζγAB − (c+ cCx
C)∂v
(2)πAB . (173)
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Taking the xC-derivative yields with (172)
cB∂v
(2)πAB
S
= 0 , c[A∂v
(2)πB]C
S
= 0 , (174)
i.e
0
S
= 2∂v
(2)πAB∂v
(2)πA[BcC]
S
= |∂v(2)π|2cC − ∂v(2)πAC ∂v(2)πABcB︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
. (175)
As, by assumption, |∂v(2)π|2|S 6= 0 we necessarily have
cA = 0 . (176)
By (170) that yields
∂C(∂(AζB))tf
N+2= 0 . (177)
Next, we evaluate the xB-derivative of (168) on S and take its symmetric trace-free part.
Using (170), we obtain
∂v(∂(AζB))tf
S
= −(∂A∂B
(0)
ζ v)tf . (178)
Combining both equations and using (172) we obtain
ζv
N+2= d+ dAx
A + dABx
AxB , γABdAB = −θSαζ , d[AB] = 0 , (179)
in particular,
∆̂ζv
N+2= gABdAB
N+2= −θSαζe− 2n−1
∫
(2)θdv . (180)
The divergence of (168) then gives
∂v(g
AB∂AζB)
N+2= −∆̂
(0)
ζ
N+2= θSαζe
−
2
n−1
∫
(2)θdv , (181)
which we integrate with initial data given by (171),
gAB∂AζB
N+2= θS
(
c+ αζ
∫ v
0
e−
2
n−1
∫
(2)θdvdv
)
. (182)
As the right-hand side does not depend on the xA-coordinates it follows with (177) that
∂C∂(AζB)
N+2= 0 . (183)
By taking the anti-symmetric part w.r.t. (AC) we find that also the xC-derivatives of ∂[AζB]
need to vanish whence
∂A∂BζC
N+2= 0 =⇒ ζA N
+
2=
(0)
ζ A(v) +
(1)
ζ AB(v)x
B , (184)
where, by (170) and (182),
(1)
ζ (AB)(v)
N+2=
θS
n− 1
(
c+ αζ
∫ v
0
e−
2
n−1
∫
(2)θdvdv
)
gAB +
[
c+
( θS
n− 1c+ αζ
)
v
]
(2)πAB . (185)
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We need to make sure that (168) is fulfilled. If we plug in the corresponding expressions
we have found for ζA and ζv we find that (168) is equivalent to the following ODE system,(
∂v − 2
n− 1
(2)θ
)(0)
ζ A(v)− 2(2)πAB
(0)
ζ B(v)
N+2= −dA , (186)(
∂v − 2
n− 1
(2)θ
)(1)
ζ AB(v)− 2(2)πAC
(1)
ζ CB(v)
N+2= −dAB . (187)
Because of (185) it is useful to split the latter equation into symmetric and anti-symmetric
part, (
∂v − 2
n− 1
(2)θ
)(1)
ζ [AB](v)− (2)πAC
(1)
ζ [CB](v) +
(2)πB
C
(1)
ζ [CA](v)
−(2)πAC
(1)
ζ (BC)(v) +
(2)πB
C
(1)
ζ (AC)(v)
N+2= 0 , (188)(
∂v − 2
n− 1
(2)θ
)(1)
ζ (AB)(v)− (2)πAC
(1)
ζ (CB)(v)− (2)πBC
(1)
ζ (CA)(v)
−(2)πAC
(1)
ζ [CB](v)− (2)πBC
(1)
ζ [CA](v)
N+2= − dAB . (189)
We observe that the last equation requires
dAB =− ∂v
(1)
ζ (AB)(0) +
2
n− 1θS
(1)
ζ (AB)(0) , (190)
0 =∂v∂v
(1)
ζ (AB)(0) +
2
(n− 1)2 (θS)
2
(1)
ζ (AB)(0)−
2
n− 1θS∂v
(1)
ζ (AB)(0)
− ∂v(2)πAC
(1)
ζ (CB)(0)− ∂v(2)πBC
(1)
ζ (CA)(0)
− ∂v(2)πAC
(1)
ζ [CB](0)− ∂v(2)πBC
(1)
ζ [CA](0) . (191)
As we have
(1)
ζ (AB)(0) =c
θS
n− 1γAB , (192)
∂v
(1)
ζ (AB)(0) =αζ
θS
n− 1γAB + 2c
( θS
n− 1
)2
γAB + c∂v
(2)πAB , (193)
∂v∂v
(1)
ζ (AB)(0) =2
( θS
n− 1
)2
αζγAB + 2c
( θS
n− 1
)3
γAB
+ 2
(
2c
θS
n− 1 + αζ
)
∂v
(2)πAB + c∂v∂v
(2)πAB , (194)
that yields
dAB
S
=− αζ θS
n− 1γAB − c∂v
(2)πAB , (195)
2αζ∂v
(2)πAB
S
=∂v
(2)πA
D
(1)
ζ [DB](0) + ∂v
(2)πB
D
(1)
ζ [DA](0)− c∂v∂v(2)πAB . (196)
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To conclude, the data
ζv
S
= d+ dAx
A −
(
αζ
θS
n− 1γAB + c∂v
(2)πAB
)
xAxB , (197)
ζA
S
=
(0)
ζ A +
((1)
ζ [AB] + c
θS
n− 1γAB
)
xB (198)
f
N+2= c+
(
c
θS
n− 1 + αζ
)
v , (199)
where d, dA,
(0)
ζ A|S,
(1)
ζ [AB]|S and c are constant on S, and where αζ is determined by (196),
exhaust all candidates to generate a unique solution to (159)-(166). They do whenever
(189) holds with
(1)
ζ [AB](v) determined by (188) and
(1)
ζ (AB)(v) as given by (185). In that
case
(0)
ζ A(v) is determined by (186).
This will certainly be the case for c =
(1)
ζ [AB](0) = 0 (which implies αζ = 0), whence we
have at least 2n− 1 independent solutions which are parameterized by d, dA and
(0)
ζ A(0),
while for specific choices of the data (2)πAB and θS there might be
1
2
(n − 1)(n − 2) + 1
additional Killing vectors. This completes the proof of Proposition 6.
A.3 Proof of Proposition 7
First of all we observe that the constraint equations (9)-(12) yield (recall our assumptions
(131)-(132) on the initial data)
(1)θ
H
+
1= 0 ,
ΓuuA
H
+
1= −ςA(xB) ,
(2)θ
N+2=
( v
n− 1 +
1
θS
)−1
,
gAB
N+2=
(
1 +
θS
n− 1v
)2
γAB ,
ΓvvA
N+2=
n− 1
θS(n− 1 + θSv)∂AθS .
Taking the behavior of the Ricci tensor under conformal transformations into account that
yields
(R̂AB)tf
N+2= (γRAB)tf − (n− 3)v
n− 1 + θSv (DADBθS)tf
+2(n− 3)
( v
n− 1 + θSv
)2
(DAθSDBθS)tf ,
R̂
N+2=
( n− 1
n− 1 + θSv
)2(
γR− 2(n− 2)v
n− 1 + θSv∆γθS
−(n− 2)(n− 5)
( v
n− 1 + θSv
)2
DAθSD
AθS
)
.
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We then deduce that (2)ΞAB is determined by the following equations, with trivial initial
data on S,(
∂v +
( v
n− 1 +
1
θS
)−1)
tr((2)Ξ)− 2(n− 1)2n− 1 + (n− 2)vθS
(n− 1 + θSv)3
∆γθS
θS
−(n− 1)2(n− 5)v2(n− 1) + (n− 2)vθS
(n− 1 + θSv)4
|DθS|2
θS
+
(n− 1)2
(n− 1 + θSv)2
γR
N+2= 2Λ ,(
∂v +
n− 5
2(n− 1)
( v
n− 1 +
1
θS
)−1)
((2)ΞAB)tr − 2(n− 1) + (n− 3)vθS
θS(n− 1 + θSv) (DADBθS)tf
+
8(n− 1)v + 2(n− 3)v2θS
θS(n− 1 + θSv)2 (DAθSDBθS)tf + (
γRAB)tf
N+2= 0 .
Next, we evaluate the KID equations (122)-(130) in this setting, omitting the —for our
purposes irrelevant— 2nd-order ODEs for ζu|
H
+
1
and ζv|N+2 ,
ζu
H
+
1= 0 , ζA
H
+
1= 0 , (200)
ζv
N+2=
(0)
ζ (xA) , (201)
ζA
N+2= vDA
(0)
ζ − θSv2(n− 1) + θSv
n− 1 DA(θ
−1
S
(0)
ζ ) , (202)
0
N+2=
(
D(AζB) − 1
2
(2)ΞAB
(0)
ζ − 2v
n− 1
(
1 +
θS
n− 1v
)−1
ζ(ADB)θS
)
tf
,(203)
∂(uζv)
S
= ∂uguv
(0)
ζ , (204)
∆γ(θ
−1
S
(0)
ζ ) + κ
S
=
1
2
(
γR− 2Λ
)
(θ−1S
(0)
ζ ) , (205)
∂[uζv]
S
= κ , κ = const. (206)
In fact, we observe that the above system admits a solution if and only if there exists a
function
(0)
ζ on S and a constant κ such that
0
N+2=
(
D(AζB) − 1
2
(2)ΞAB
(0)
ζ − 2v
n− 1
(
1 +
θS
n− 1v
)−1
ζ(ADB)θS
)
tf
,(207)
∆γ(θ
−1
S
(0)
ζ ) + κ
S
=
1
2
(
γR− 2Λ
)
(θ−1S
(0)
ζ ) , (208)
where
ζA
N+2= vDA
(0)
ζ − θSv2(n− 1) + θSv
n− 1 DA(θ
−1
S
(0)
ζ ) . (209)
The main obstrution comes from (207). Note that it is automatically satisfied on S. We
want to compute its v-derivative on S. For this note that it follows from the constraint
equations and (209) that
∂vζA
S
= −DA
(0)
ζ +
2
θS
(0)
ζ DAθS ,
∂v(
(2)ΞAB)tr
S
=
2
θS
(DADBθS)tf − (γRAB)tf ,
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whence we find for the v-derivative of (207) on S,(
DADB(θ
−1
S
(0)
ζ )
)
tf
S
=
1
2
(θ−1S
(0)
ζ )(γRAB)tf . (210)
Similarly, from
∂2vζA
S
= − 2
n− 1θ
2
SDA(θ
−1
S
(0)
ζ )
∂2v(
(2)ΞAB)tr
S
= − 8
θS(n− 1)(DAθSDBθS)tf +
n− 5
2(n− 1)θS(
γRAB)tf ,
we find with (210) the equation
(0)
ζ (γRAB)tf = 0, for the 2nd-order v-derivative of (207).
As we are interested in MKHs we require the existence of a solution where
(0)
ζ 6= 0 whence
this condition becomes
(γRAB)tf = 0 . (211)
Using this, we find from
∂3vζA
S
= 0 ,
∂3v (
(2)ΞAB)tr
S
=
24
(n− 1)2 (DAθSDBθS)tf ,
that the 3rd-order v-derivative of (207) yields the following condition(
D(AθSDB)(θ
−1
S
(0)
ζ )
)
tf
S
= 0 . (212)
Let us analyze to what extent the conditions obtained so far are already sufficient, i.e. we
consider again (207). We observe that with (211) the solution to the ((2)ΞAB)tf-constraint
reads
((2)ΞAB)tf
N+2=
(2v
θS
DADBθS − 4v
2
θS(n− 1 + θSv)DAθSDBθS
)
tf
.
Inserting this and (209) into (207) and using (210)-(212) we find that (207) is fulfilled on
N+2 . This accomplishes the proof of Proposition 7 (where we have set f := θ
−1
S
(0)
ζ ).
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